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THE BACKGROUND OF ANTI-SEliTITISM 
In the middle nineteenth century, there swept over 
Europe a bitter agitation against the .rews, the· tendencies 
of which have ever seemed to spring from none but sinister 
intentions. Yet advocates of the movement, who gave to it 
the quasi-scientific name of Anti-Semitism, denying that it 
could be a mere atavistic revival of medieval antagonism 
toward the .Tews, endeavored to glorify their imbecile prej-
udices by declaring that it was a racial struggle -- an 
incident of the eternal conflict between Europe and Asia 
and that prompted by natural, nay even noble indignation, 
they were exerting themselves only to save the Aryan race 
··'· -- ..... 
and its ideals from being modified and corrupted by alien 
and demoralizing Semitic influences. With the enmncipation 
of the .Tews in the latter nineteenth century and their conse-
quent increase of power, they became more and more subject 
to discriminating atte.cks ma.de by those who sought to exclude 
then1 from all positions of political and social distinction. 
In France, anti-semitic virulence was probably kindled 
by the failure in 1882 of the Union GenE{rale, a Catholic 
institution that aimed to supersede .Tevri sh finance. Earnest 
/ 
propaganda, however, was initiated by the journalist, Edouard 
Adolph Drumont, who began a violent campaign against the 
.rewa by publishing a book in 1886, entitled La Frru1ce juive 
devant l'opinion, in which he vehemently denounced the 
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influence exercised by ~ewish financiers in the politics 
of the Third Republic. In 1892, with the aid of the 
~esuits, he founded a journal, La Libre Parole to serve 
as an organ for the promulgation of his views. This pa-
per played a prominent role in the disgraceful exposure 
of the Panama Scandal, implicating certain ~ewish finan-
ciers with republican politicians. Inunedi a tely, it gained 
the favor of the Nationalists whose patriotism was spurred 
to the offensive by the thought that excessive we.alth and 
political power were falling into the hands of the ~ews, 
who were only too eager, of course, to develop their o-vm 
interests at the expense of the French nation. The 
Monarchists, too, highly dissatisfied with a bourgeois 
republic in which it was possible for ~ews to become so 
powerful, naturally joined the anti-semitic ranks. As for 
the Socialists, prejudiced against capitalism, how could 
they help being prejudiced, at first, against the rich ~ew, 
the victim of so much foul propaganda? Finally, the sup-
port of the clericals was enlisted by adroit hints to the 
effect that the ~ews were behind the anti-religious legisla-
tion that was establishing secularization of the schools and 
driving the Ca.tholic Brothers a.nd nuns from the teaching 
profession. 
The clericals were, moreover, only too willing to be 
impressed by another ingenious feature of the anti-semitic 
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campaign -- namely, the continuous attack directed against 
the ~ewish officers in the French army, Who were proclaimed 
vile intriguers, traitors, secret agents of the German 
enemy. It was to the army that the clerical party, 
deprived of the power hitherto exercised in public administra-
tion, had retreated. There, ~esuit influence was sovereign 
among the higher officials; and all Jews were regarded with 
suspicious malice. 
Now in the midst of this seething race prejudice and 
heated animosity, there came, very opportunely indeed, the 
Dreyfus case. France was quite ready for it, thanks to the 
energetic efforts of zealous anti-Semites. The turbulent 
political parties, the unlicensed press, the bigoted army 
staff, and the monstrous "public opinion", fashioned and 
swayed by these mighty factors,--all joined forces and stood 
prepared to condemn an innocent man. 
II. INTRODUCING ALFRED DREYFUS 
1. Family 
Alfred Dreyfus, born in the year 1859. at l!Iulhouse in 
Alsace, came of a family known to be loyally attached to 
France, for when Ger.many, in 1872, took possession of the 
province as one of her prizes of the Franco-Prussian war, the 
father and his three younger sons, choosing to remain French 
citizens, were obliged to quit German territory. The eldest 
son, remaining behind to look after the factories from which 
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.the family derived its income, did, however, send his six 
... 
sons successively to France, and at length, retiring from 
business, also elected French citizenship. 
2. Military education and staff appoin~nent 
In 1874, in order to continue his studies, Alfred Drey-
fus came to Paris, where he received a military education, 
attending the Ecole Polytechnique, the Ecole d'Application, 
and the Ecole Superieure de Guerre (School for Staff Officers) 
from which he graduated in 1892 with honors entitline him to 
his appointment to the General Staff of the ll.,rench Army; and 
on ~anuary 1st, 1893, he took service in the Intelligence 
Bureau of this Staff. This period was indeed a happy one 
for Captain Dreyfus. A worthy career before him, no material 
.. 
·I., 
cares, and a delightful home with a devoted wife and two \ 
·~ beloved little ones -- what more could be desired? It vras "1 
only natural that he himself should say: "Everything in life 
seemed to smile on me." # 
3. General attitude toward appointment 
Yet Captain Dreyfus was not popular with his comrades• 
The clerical and aristocratic elements in the army, hostile 
to all Jewish officers, could hardly be expected to make an 
exception in favor of this one. 'fhe prevalent attitude of 
these antagonistic factions has been strikingly depicted by 
# Five Years of my Life: Dreyfus, page 3. 
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Jean Jaures in the preface to his book, Les Preuves. Be-
hold, he writes, 11un .Tuif penetre, le premier de sa race, a: 
I .f\ l'Etat-Major, au coeur meme de la place. Apres lui sans 
doute d'autres vont venir: et dans l'antique domaine que 
se r~servait l'aristocratie cl6ricale exclue un moment des 
autres fonctions, voici que l'intrus va s'installer. Vite 
il faut couper court au scandale. Tout d'abord des rmneurs 
/ / / I 
vagues, des theories generales sont propagees: par quelle 
imprudence la nation francaise accueille-t-elle, au centre 
..7 
A 
meme de son institution militaire la race maudite, le peuple 
de trahison qui, ne pouvant plus crucifier Dieu retire dans 
les hauteurs, va crucifier la Patrie? Et aussitdt qu'a 
I I 
1 'Etat-1taj or des fui tes de documents sont constatees, c 'est 
' vers le juif que se tournent secretement les yeux: Ah! 
I 
quelle chance si c'etait lui! Ah! quelle faveur de la 
Providence, quelle gr~ce divine si dans le premfer juif qui 
I ' v.IDle de sa seule presence le sanctuaire de l'Etat-Major la 
I / 
trahison s'etait logee! Par lui et en lui taus les autres 
se.raient a jamais discr~di te's." 
III. THE STORY OF THE CASE 
1. The bordereau 
In September, 1894, fragments of a paper said to have 
been discovered in the pocket of Colonel Schwarzkoppen, 
German Military Attach~ in Paris, were brought to the bureau 
of the Intelligence Department of the French War Office, 
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... ~,,,-······"which deals with matters pertaining to espionage. When 
pieced together, this paper proved to be a memorandum or 
bordereau, listing, as follows, a number of detc:dls to be 
sent to the ene1~: # 
"Sans nouvelles m'indiquant que vous de'sirez me voir, 
je vous adresse cependant, Monsieur, quelques renseignements 
interessants: 
1. Une note sur le frein hydraulique du 120 et la 
maniere dont s'est conduite cette piece; 
2. Une note sur les troupes de couverture (quelques 
modifications seront apportees par le nouveau plan); 
3. Une note sur une modification aux formations de 
l'artillerie; 
4. Une note relative a 1fudagascar; 
5. Le projet de manuel de tir de l'artillerie de 
campagne (14 mars 1894). 
Ce dernier document est extremement difficile a se pro-
curer, et je ne puis l'avoir a ma disposition que tres peu de 
jours. Le ministere de la Guerre en a envoy~ un nornbre fixe 
dans les corps, et les corps en sont responsables. Chaque of-
ficier d~tenteur doit rernettre le sien apres les manoeuvres. 
I Si done vous voulez y prendre ce qui vous interesse, et 
le tenir a ma disposition apres, je le prendrai. ' A mains que 
# Theodore Reinach; page 14. 
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vous ne vouliez que je le fasse copier in extenso et ne vous 
en adresse la copie~ 
:re vais partir en manoeuvres." 
The importance of this bordereau lay not so much in the 
revelation of these particular details to the enemy as in the 
fact that it made knovm the presence of a traitor who, having 
access to the secrets of the War Office, could sooner or 
later give up more momentous information. The contents of 
the letter directed suspicion against the General Staff. And 
because three of the five articles cited referred to the 
artillery, it was concluded th.2. t the author wa.s an artillery-
man. Yet these hy-potheses were in no way justifie,ble. The 
very difficulty which the writer experienced with regard to 
procuring the manuel ~ ll!:. offered a flat contradiction to 
the first hypothesis, for this manual was allowed to circu-
late freely among the Staff Officers. Furthermore, the borde- ' 
~ contained inaccuracies inapplicable to an artillery-man. 
One such detail is the substitution of the frein hydrauligue 
for the frein hydropneumatique. Notwithstanding, investiga-
tion was quickly instituted ruaong the officers of the Staff. 
And by some strange fatality, the writing of Artillery-Cap-
tain Dreyfus proved to resemble that of the bordereau. 
2. The handwriting experts 
Immediately, handwriting experts were called in to give 
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f their verdicts. The first one was Gobert, connected with 
the Bank of France and the Court of Appeal. His examination 
was, however, rather incom.t)lete, for having had the temerity 
to inquire the name of the accused, he was promptly required 
to leave his task. His report read that "the incriminating 
bordereau may well be by another hand than that of the person 
suspected." # 
Then Bertillon, the head of the Criminal Identification 
Bureau in Paris, declared emphatically that the bordereau 
was written by Dreyfus. To support his statement, he con-
coated a most extraordinary series of mathematical diagrams 
·and presumably scientific proofs which nobody pretended to 
understand and which were, probably on thataccount, the more 
readily left unrefuted. The main trend of his singular 
reasoning appeared to be that Dreyfus had written the borde-
~in imitation of his own writing, adding·here and there, 
details of penmanship characteristic of his brother 1~thieu, 
so that if caught, he could easily say that his handwriting 
·•· had been traced by a forger to incriminate him. 
Under Bertillonts inspirational guidance, two profes-
' sional handwriting experts, Teyssonnieres and Charavay 
declared that Dreyfus was the author of the bordereau. Another 
expert, Pelletier, refused to attribute the v~iting to anyone 
on the evidence before him. 
I Hale, page 12. 
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3. Arrest and imprisonment 
Inquiry into the case was placed by General Mercier, 
then lfinister of War, in charge of Corrunandant du Paty de 
Clam who had the unsuspecting Dreyfus swmnoned to the 1tinistry 
of War on October 15th under pretext of a general inspection. 
There, pleading a sore finger, the Corrunandant asked Dreyfus 
to write a letter for him. Acceding to this strange request, 
the captain began to write from dictation a brief containing 
a)'t~Y 
phrases taken from the bordereau. Du Paty claimed thatAwrit-
ing a few lines, Dreyfus turned pale and that his hand trembled. 
Dreyfus himself gives his personal account of the incident as 
fQllows: 
"In the course of his dictation the Commandant interrupted 
me sharply, saying: 'You tremble. • (I was not trembling. At 
the Court Martial of 1894. he explained his brusque interrup-
tion by saying that he had perceived I was not trembling under 
the dictation; believing therefore that he had to do with one 
who was simulating, he had tnied in this way to Shake my as-
surance.) This vehement remark surprised me greatly, as did 
the hostile attitude of the Cownandant de Paty. But as all 
suspicion was far from my mind, I thought only that he was 
displeased at my writing it badly. lW fingers were cold, for 
the temperature outside was chilly, and I had been only a few 
minutes in the warm room. So I answered, 'l~ fingers are cold.'"# 
# Five x~~rs of MY Life; page 8. 
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After this dictation, Du Paty ordered the arrest of 
Dreyfus for the crime of high treason. The overwhelmed 
captain's cry for proofs of the infamous deed attributed to 
him was disregarded. Without being told what the accusations 
were nor who had made them, he was taken to the Cherche-1tidi 
military prison by Commandant Henry and there incarcerated 
.ru!_ secret without the possibility of communication with 
anyone save the prison Director, Forzinetti. This Director 
proved to be a most humane keeper for the unhappy man who, 
frightfully perturbed and excited, continually protesting 
his innocence, repeatedly knocked.himself against the walls 
in the utter frenzy of despair. One of the few at this time 
convinced of the captain's innocence, Forzinetti considered 
him 11 the victim either of an inexplicable fatality or of a : 
machination concocted wittingly and impossible to unravel."# 
When Du Paty, who c rune several times to vis:it Dreyfus in 
prison, asked the Director for permission noiselessly to 
enter the cell with a powerful lamp that would cast a strong 
glare of light upon the prisoner's face in such manner as to 
startle him into a sudden and embarrassed confession, Forzi-
netti, with commendable common sense, refused to sanction 
this nonsensical proceeding. Later this same Forzinetti was 
dismissed from his post, because he persisted in asserting 
the innocence of Dreyfus. 
# Report of Forzinetti printed in Five Years of }~ Life: 
Dreyfus, page 47. 
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., The arrest of Dreyfus had been made secretly to be sure; 
but the fact was not long withheld from the public. The cleri-
cal and anti-semitic Libre Parole, which was probably in the 
confidence of those directing the prosecution, vms the first 
to flaunt the news, at the same time savagely attacking 
General Mercier for an alleged wish to screen the traitor. 
Now General Mercier may have hesitated at first; but he was 
not of the caliber to resist an onsalught of the all powerful, 
hostile press. Easily susceptible to flattery, influenced by 
inordinate ambition, he saw, no doubt, that he could play a 
great role in the Dreyfus affair, posing as the savior of 
France, the virtuous opponent of Jewish intrigues and treason, 
thereby not only silencing the menaces directed against him by 
the press, but also gaining the support of the Church and the 
;.f.• anti-semi tic clerical factions -- a support that could be of 
great advantage in any elections to which he might aspire. 
And so IiLerci er issued a sta ternent to the effect that the 
guilt of Dreyfus was absolutely certain. 
4. The Accusation Act 
During the month of November, 1894, preliminary investi-
gations of the case were taking place under the supervision 
of Commandant d'Or.mescheville, Exaxrdning Judge of the First 
Court Martial of Paris. The Acte d'Accusation which he drew 
up on December 3rd, contains no substantial evidence of the 
guilt of Dreyfus, although it does cite two kinds of proofs, 
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moral and material, the latter based solely on the borde-
reau and the former on a mixture of utterly false and child-
ishly absurd premises, that m~ be summarized as follows: 
Dreyfus had the habit of indulging in indiscreet con-
versations, of ferreting, of making investigations of mat-
ters not in his own department; he was often found alone at 
late hours in offi'ces other than his own; he could, owing to 
his mental alertness, get out of difficulty when hard pressed, 
by veiling the truth; he was known to frequent several clubs 
where gambling was practised; he could go often to Alsace 
.... 
_;;(-
without being hindered by German authorities; he could speak 
a number of languages, notably German; he was, all in all, a 
very supple character, even obsequious, a very useful trait 
in a spy. 
To be sure, a search made at Dreyfus' home had proved 
fruitless. But could appearances be allowed to favor the 
Jew? Lo, a subtle and flagrantly presumptuous twist in 
reasoning -- and once more, evidence is against him! Why 
should anything be found? Naturally, all compromising docu-
mente would have been destroyed! 
Later, the allusions and unfounded insinuations cited in 
the accusation act regarding the private life of the accused 
were refuted by an official report of the Prefecture of 
Police, which described the character of Dreyfus very 
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favorably. Unfortunately, this report, entrusted to Com-
mandant Henry, managed to disappear, somehow or other, 
before the trial. In 1899, however, the minutes were dis-
covered in the records of the Prefecture; and the truth was 
ultimately revealed. 
5. Trial and sentence. 
On the 19th af December, 1894, the trial began before a 
Court Martial in Paris, comprising seven military j.udges, 
/\ 
the prosecutor, the prisoner, his counsel, 1~itre Demange, 
the Prefect of Police, and an officer representing the 
Ji!Iinister of War, Mercier. This officer was Colonel Picquart, 
of whom so much was heard later. Although the court had been 
constituted in public after the customary manner, the prose-
cutor demanded that the case be heard in camera, maintaining 
his request by virtue of an article in the Code of Military 
Law, that authorized closed doors whenever publicity appeared 
dangerous to morals or to order. 
Immediately, the prisoner's counsel rose to protest. 
Allowed to argue his point only on condition that he keep 
strictly to the subject of closed doors, he proceeded as 
follows: II 
nThe nature of the accusation does not permit the coun-
cil to know whether the proceedings will be dangerous to 
# Guyou; page 15. 
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public order; --- it should judge after a scrupulous examina-
tion of the nature of the facts. It is affirmed in fact 
from the standpoint of .the charges against the accused~ 
considering that the solitary document on which the accusa-
tion rests --- 11 
He was not allowed to conclude, for both the president 
and the prosecutor resisted all allusion to documents. Of 
~" 
course, Maitre Demange insisted that it was impossible for 
him to show that the affair could cause no disorder without 
mentioning documents and demonstrating that their revelation 
was incapable of disturbing public order. 
"But, n declared the presi<ien t, "that is pleading the 
case!" And the prosecutor added, "Without closed doors at 
all.'* 
Further insistence on the part of Demange was cut short 
by an order bidding the court to rise. The president left 
the room, fallowed by the members of the court. Demange had 
lost his point. The case was heard behind closed doors. 
The testimony of the witnesses was decidedly unsatis-
factory• The handwriting experts were not at all unanimous. 
With regard to identifying the handwriting of the bordereau 
with that of Dreyfus, Teyssonnieres was thoroughly affirmative. 
Pelletier, on the other hand, was just as thoroughly negative. 
Charavay declared that although he believed Dreyfus to be the 
author of the bordereau~ he would, nevertheless, hesitate to 
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condemn any one on the results of his own exaraination, for 
despite vague similarities in the writing, there were cer-
tainly marked dissimilarities. Could these latter be at-
tributed entirely to attempts made to disguise the hand-
writing? 
Du Paty, as a witness, became embarrassed in his account 
of the dictation scene. Then came Commandant Henry, who an-
nounced i~pressively that he had decisive information from 
a certain honorable person, whose name he was not at liberty 
to divulge, to the effect that an officer of the Intelligence 
Bureau was a traitor. Asked if that "honorable person n had 
named Dreyfus, Henry returned, "I swear it." .And when Drey-
fus, with passionate indignation, demanded that this person 
be made to appear in court, Henry, placing his hand on his 
breast where his cross of honor shone brilliantly, proclaimed 
with dramatic emphasis: "When an officer has such a secret 
in his head, he does not confide it even to his cap!" But 
pointing to Dreyfus, he said, "As for the traitor, there he 
Altogether, the entire testimony of the various wi tnes-
ses was so inadequate that in the fourth and last session of 
the court, acquittal seemed assured, especially when the 
presiding judge, abandoning all minor charges, retained for 
A 
accusation only the bordereau. Maitre Demange based his 
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final plea for the defence on two points: first, the 
evident contradictions of the handwriting experts; and 
secondly, on the fact that no motive had been discovered 
for the crime attributed to the prisoner. 
In view of these considerations, conviction 
could hardly be expected; and the verdict of the judges 
was a distinct shock to many. Dreyfus was unanimously 
declared guilty and sentenced to perpetual imprisonment 
in some fortified place, afterward announced to beDevil's 
Island. It was not until four and a half years later 
that Dreyfus learned that the hesistating judges had 
based their decision on secret documents unknown to the 
accused and to his counsel, and that these documents had 
been submit ted to the members of the Court :Martial in the 
Council Chamber by the order of General M:ercier. This 
weak-spirited individual, already "stepped so far that 
returning were as tedious as go o 'er 11 , had come to feel 
that the guilt of Dreyfus was essential to his ovm reputa-
tion! Had he not announced the absolute culpability of 
Dreyfus? And would he not cut a ridiculous figure now if 
his victim were declared free? The fact that the judges 
were wavering had struck terror to his heart. At any cost1 
DreYfus must be pronounced guilty. And so he conceived the 
ingenious idea of the secret dossier, a portfolio of documents 
which later proved to be a preposterous mixture of forgeries 
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and irrelevancies. 
The appeal which Dreyfus addressed to the military 
court of revision was rejected on December 31. Notices from 
the German. embassy denying any intercourse with Dreyfus, 
direct or indirect, were disregarded. Surely, said popular 
opinion, it was to be expected that the enemy should seek 
to vindicate its informer! 
6. Public degradation. 
It was said that shortly after the trial on the 
day of his military disgrace, January 5, 1895, Dreyfus made 
a confession to Captain Lebrun-Renaud who was in charge of 
the degradation. Yet the officer's report of the proceedings 
mentions no such confession. Indeed, beyond e. passing rumor, 
nothing more was heard of the alleged confession until the 
matter was revived three years later, under peculiar circum-
stances. 
Unflinchingly, Dreyfus underv1ent the agonizing 
ordeal of the public degradation, constantly asserting his 
innocence. It is not difficult to picture the scene:l 
~ Adapted from a newspaper report found in Five Years of ti~ 
Life -- Dreyfus. 
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It is nine o'clock on a winter morning. Despite 
the early hour, an irmnense throng fills the square, waiting 
in silent expectation. Ah! now there are c~i~s in the crowd. 
Advancing in the midst of a group of soldiers comes Alfred 
Dreyfus. Distinctly one can see the gold of his stripes, 
of his cap-bands, and the glitter of his sword. People marvel 
at the man's firm step. 
General Darras approaches: "Dreyfus, you are un-
worthy to wear the uniform. In the name of the French people, 
we deprive you of your rank." 
Steadily, Dreyfus returns: "I am innocent. I swear 
that I am innocent. Vive la France! 11 
Impetuous outcries from the angry mob: "Death to 
the traitor! 11 
Buttons, stripes, embroideries, all material emblems 
of military distinction are strlpped slowly and relentlessly 
from the prisoner's uniform. Still he protests: "In the name 
of my wife and children, I swear that I am innocent. 1 swear 
it. Vive la France!" 
Thus the devastating work goes on. Soon only the sword 
is left. A sharp resounding click, and the broken bits go to 
join the insignia strevm along the ground. Next the belt is 
loosened and the scabbard drops in turn. 
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The torture continues, Dreyfus must needs parade 
his indignities before a line of former comrades and subordi-
nates. The cup of bitterness must be drained to the very 
dregs. The ordinary onlooker sees no sign of the anguish 
that rends the heart of the prisoner. In his torn disheveled 
clothing, he still contrives to march with a certain dignity, 
head well up, exclaiming: "You degrade an innocent man. 11 
Now, in his march, Dreyfus has reached the group of press 
representatives. "You will say to the whole of France, 11 
he cries, 11 that I am innocent. 11 The answer is characteristic 
of the attitude of the press during all the developments of 
the case. Only stinging insults greet him, only cries of 
11 Traitor! Judas! Dirty Jew!" 
Thank God, the march is over at last. Another 
moment and the victim's legs would have given way. Once more, 
he is placed in prison; and once more, he asserts his inno-
cence. 
7. Deportation: Life on Devil's· Island. 
Dreyfus was now removed from the central prison to 
that of La Sant~ from which on January 17th, he was transported 
to La Rochelle, and thence to the military reformatory on the 
island of R~. The trip was characterized by the brutal treat-
ment which the condemned man was to endure during the succeeding 
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years of hellish torture, physical and mental. At La 
Rochelle, an enrgged populace in riot, insulting the prisoner 
with words and blows, almost succeeded in snatching him from 
the guards. As a loyal soldier of France, Dreyfus could well 
comprehend the indignation of the mob. His own blood, too, 
boiled at the thought of a traitor. Oh! what a monstrous 
tragedy! There was a traitor, to be sure. But another was 
expiating his crime! 
On March 15th, Dreyfus reached his final place of 
exile, the Isles du Salut, of which the smallest island, the 
Ile du Diable, a barren rock hitherto devoted to the isolation 
of lepers vms destined to be his abode in a wretched martyrdom 
of which no one can read without experiencing the profoundest 
qualms of sympathetic pity. 
"I thought," he writes in his Devil's Island diary, 
"that once in my exile, I might find, if not rest, -- this I 
cannot have till my honor is restored, -- at least some tran-
quillity of mind and life, which might help me to wait for 
the day of rehabilitation. What a new and bitter disappoint-
ment! 11 
Instead, he was subjected to all sorts of disagree-
abilities, ranging from vexatious pettiness to prodigious out-
rage. He was always rigidly wet. tched, every hour and minute, 
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by brutal guards who, suspecting or feigning to suspect, his 
least movement, never lost an opportunity to overwhelm him 
with unreasonable rebukes. For instance, if Dr~us desired 
to take a walk, he was reprimanded for wishing to tire out 
the guard whose duty it was to accompany him. On the other 
hand, if he desired to stay in his hut, he was menaced with 
punishment. Not only was he half starved on scant and repug-
nant rations of food, but he was also obliged to do all kinds 
of menial, dirty tasks, such as cleaning his hut, gathering 
and sawing his firewood, cooking his meals without proper 
utensils, washing his linen without the aid of soap. Yet 
however unpleasant these duties were, the work did offer a 
welcome means of passing the days, the monotonous, indistin-
guishable days that succeeded each other interminably without 
bringing the slightest hope of freedom to the unhappy man 
apparently buried alive in a premature tomb. But physical 
exertion could not prevent his thoughts from lingering vnth 
constant bitterness on the injustice of his case. Forbidden 
to speak to anyone except to ask for mail or triviel necessities, 
he almost lost the power of speech. To ward off insanity, he 
tried to concentrate on the study of mathematics and English. 
That he did not succeed very well is not to be wondered at; 
for certainly the mind cannot function in a body wracked by 
colic and ~ever, by violent spasms of the heart, by throbbing 
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neuralgia in the head, conditions due partly to bad food and 
mental agitation, partly to the stifling atmosphere of torrid 
dampness and heat with its deadly insects and disease-bearing 
vermin. 
The letters which Dreyfus addressed to the Nunistry 
remained unanswered; and all correspondence with his family 
was strictly censored, no mention of the case being allowed. 
Indeed at one time, fearing that a conspiracy to set Dreyfus 
free was being established through a secret system of punctua-
tion and accents, the authorities permitted the letters passing 
between Dreyfus and his wife to reach their destination only 
in copy form. 
In every way conceivable to the refined cruelty of 
modern times, the trying conditions were aggravated for the 
prisoner. On one occasion, the cruelty passed even beyond the 
limits of refinement. Rumors of a fictitious plot to release 
Dreyfus caused the building of a palisade around his hut; and 
during the process of construction, Dreyfus was shackled to 
his bed with heavy irons that made it fmpossi ble for him to 
move. Of course, the torture was atrocious during the suffo-
cating tropical nights. The new palisade shut off the sight 
of the sea from which Dreyfus hau previously derived some 
consolation as he watched it surge and pound upon the shore 
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like the passions in his own heart. Henceforth he had to 
suffer in a hut where there was no longer any air or light. 
Under all these overwhelming tribulations of in-
justice and inhuman treatment, Dreyfus must have been often 
tempted to take his life. Yet for the wife and children 
who bore his name, and for whom this name must be cleared, 
he lived! And though he knew nothing of what was transp±ring 
in France, surprising events were taking place there, events 
which, for several years, tore and rent the whole country, 
events which finally ended in revision, pardon, and ultimate 
clearance. 
8. Events in the meantime. 
In 1896, Lieutenant-Colonel Georges Picquart, who 
had been attached to the Intelligence Department of the French 
War Office and had been detailed to represent it at the Dreyfus 
trial, became chief of the bu~eau. During the course of his 
service, an interesting document was brought to his attention 
by a spy. This document, destined to become almost as much an 
object of discussion as the bordereau, has since been called 
the petit bleu, a name derived from the fact that it was written 
on the blue stamped letter-sheet commonly used for the Pneumatic 
tube service in Paris. Like the bordereau, it came from the 
German ~nbassy; and like the bordereau, it was torn into little 
pieces. When put together, it was found to bear the nmne and. 
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address of a certain Esterhazy; and it read as follows:l 
Monsieur, 
11 Monsieur le commandant Esterhazy 
2?, rue de la Bienfaisance, 
Paris. 
J'attends avant tout une explication plus 
detaillee (que) celle que vous m'avez donnee l'autre 
jour sur la question en suspens. En consequence, je 
vous prie de me la donner par ecrit pour pouvoir juger 
si je peux continuer roes relations avec la maison R. 
ou non. 
C. II 
The writing was somewhat disguised; but it was 
impossible to doubt that it proceeded from Colonel Schwarz-
kgppen, for the bureau had in its possession another document 
written or dictated by him and signed with the same initial. 
This netit bleu had not gone through the post; evidently, 
aftel' it was written, the German had changed his mind vii th 
regard to sending it, and had thrown it away, taking futile 
care to tear it into small shreds, little foreseeing the 
patient work of the French bureau. 
The nature of the correspondence at once aroused 
the suspicions of Picquart; accordingly, he proceeded to make 
investigations into the character of Esterhazy. Vfuat he learned 
was decidedly unfavorable. Ferdinand Walsin Esterhazy, at that 
~ Theodore Reinach; page 56. 
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time 1.Taj or of a Hegiment stationed in Rouen, had formerly 
fought with the Austrian Army and the Papal forces. His 
private life was highly corrupted and dissipated. And as 
an officer of the French Army, he proved to be excessively 
curious with regard to all military information. Indeed, 
a secret agent warned Picquart that certain artillery docu-
ments were being betrayed by an officer who answered more 
or less to Esterhazy's description; and these documents 
pertained to details concerning whcih Esterhazy was known 
to have questioned fellow-officers. 
Acquainted with these facts, General de Boisdeffre and 
General Gonse, Picquart's superiors, establishing no connection 
between the petit bleu and the bordereau, thinking merely that 
a new traitor was being tracked, gave their full approval to 
Picquart's further inquiry. Picquart then did what was usually 
done when the War Office was concerned with a person whose re-
lations appeared suspicious. He took specimens of Esterhazy's 
writing. Immediately, he was impressed vrith the striking re-
semblance of this writing to that of the bordereau. To make 
sure of the truth of this impression, Picquart showed the 
petit bleu to Bertillon, who exclaimed at once:~ 
11 Tha t is the writing of the bordereau! It is of course anterior 
to the condemnation of Dreyfus." 
J Guyou; page 26. 
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But when Pic quart assured him that it was posterior, 
Bertillon declared that it was the work of a forger who had 
succeeded in making a perfect reproduction, a fact which was 
not at all remarkable, for, since the trial of Dreyfus, the 
Jews had had a whole year in vmich to train someone to imitate 
his writing! 
Nevertheless, Picquart's convictions could notmus 
be suppressed. He decided to turn for further proofs of the 
guilt of Esterhazy to the secret dossier of 1894, vmich had 
determined the vote of the judges against Dr.eyfus and in which 
he himself, with no knowledge of the contents, had placed utterly 
blind confidence. This dossier had peen preserved in Henry's 
safe, despite General Mercier's orders to the contrary. Very 
.carefully Picquart examined the substance of the portfolio. 
One of the documents, over which much of the literature of the 
case later v~xed impetuously eloquent, was a letter from the 
military attache in Paris to the military attache in Italy, 
containing the sentence: 11 Cette canaille de D-- devient trap 
exigeant. 11 This paper, Picquart decided, could in no way apply 
to Dreyfus. Another paper representing fragments of a note 
from Schwarzkoppen alluding to an informant seemed to Picquart 
to indicate Esterhazy quite plainly. And a military biography 
of Dreyfus picturing him as a traitor by birth, Picquart dis-
missed fr orn consi deration as a mass of wild suppositions. 
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Certain letters that passed at this time between 
Picquart and General Gonse offer good proof that the General 
Staff was convinced of the truth of Picquart's investigations. 
Yet it manifested no intentions of continuing these investiga-
tions to their just and logical outcome -- the arrest of 
Esterhazy and the freedom of Dreyfus. Just so long as it 
had been a question of evidence against Esterhazy, of pursuing 
a man who was, to all appearances, a second traitor, Picquart's 
superiors on the Staff, Generals de Boisdeffre and Gonse, as 
well as General Billet, who had succeeded General Mercier as 
Minister of War, had encouraged all inves tiga ti ons. But as 
soon as they detected intentions of substituting Esterhazy for 
Dreyfus,they experienced a change of attitude. 
There now began the shameful protection of a degraded 
wretch by the h~ghest officials of the French governrrent. Why 
did they shield him? Because they considered the Dreyfus case 
a chose ,jugee; because they entertained the barbarous notion 
that since Dreyfus had already been condemned by the military 
judges of a Court-Wm.rtial, it would mean the ruin of the honor 
of the French army if these judges were publicly shown to 
have been capable of error. Would not such a disclosure shake 
the confidence of the people in their military officials? And 
would that not be a dire calamity on the eve of impending warfare? 
It was, therefore, better to permit an innocent man to suffer 
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unmerited punishment than to sully, by a public confession of 
miscarriage of justice on the part of the General Staff, the 
honor and reputation of the glorious institution of the 
French .Army! 
Such, undoubtedly, were the views of General de 
Boisdeffre and General Gonse.· As for General Billet, he was at 
first deeply moved by Picquart's report. But he was not a man 
of initiative action; and his dread of the Jesuits about him 
crushed the strength of any personal convictions which he 
might have formed. He dared not look too clearly into the 
matter, for he had as his motto: '~Je suis leur chef, il faut 
que je les suive." ~ 
Failing to comprehend the stand taken by his chiefs, 
the persistent Picquart continued to press them. Becoming 
uneasy, they resolved to get rid of him; and they dispatched 
him on a dangerous mission to Tunis. Thereupon, Henry, now 
Lieutenant-Colonel, succeeded Picquart as head of the Intelli-
gence Department, in which position he proceeded secretly to 
prepare a series of interesting forgeries with vmich to combat 
any disquieting complications of the case that might arise. 
· The m;re removal of Picquart, however, did not diminish 
the confusion in which the Staff Office found itself involved, 
~ Th~odore Reinach, page 66. 
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for the friends of Dreyfus, asserting his innocence, were be-
ginning to a.gi tate for a new trial. Their efforts were un-
wittingly aided by the blundering attempts of the anti-Dreyfusard 
journals to augment the guilt of Dreyfus. In September, 1896, 
/ 
printing Dreyfus in I)lace of D---, the Eclair published the 
secret document "canaille de D--- 11 which had been revealed 
to the judges, but not to the prisoner or the defence. On 
the grounds of this gross illegality, 1J!adame Dreyfus irnmedia tely 
petitioned for a revision of the case. In Bernard Lazare, a man 
of Jewish extraction and of no mean literary ability, the 
Dreyfus family found a zealous friend and mouthpiece. :E'irmly 
convinced of the innocence of Dreyfus, Lazare issued several 
pamphlets in his behalf. 
Then in November, the Matin, printing a facsimile of 
the bordereau, gave experts the world over an excellent opportu-
nity to observe the differences between the writing of the 
bordereau and that of Dreyfus. Furthermore, this publication 
could very easily bring the bordereau to the attention of 
i:c 
people who would recognize inAthe writing of Esterhazy. That 
is precisely what ha?pened. Seeing their advantage, the increas-
ing party of Dreyfusards at once set out to prove graphologically 
to the public that the bordereau did not emanate from the hand 
of Captain Dreyfus. 
Meanwhile, Picquart in Tunis was irritated by an 
abusive letter from Henry, citing three charges against him; 
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first, illegal opening of correspondence {a reference to the 
petit bleu addressed to Esterhazy); secondly, an attempt to 
start false witnesses by proposing to two officers, should 
such action be necessary, that the letter had been seized in 
the mail (probably a reference to the fact that the petit 
bleu lacked the regular stamp of the post-office); and 
thirdly, opening and improperly using the secret dossier. 
Somewhat alarmed, Picquart, securing a leave of 
absence, came to Paris, where he saw his friend Leblois, a 
laWYer, before whom he laid his case, revealing what he knew 
of Esterhazy's guilt and Dreyfus' innocence. Picquart then 
returned to his post; and Leblois, deeply stirred, made 
cornr.r10n cause with Scheurer-Kestner, the aged Vice-President 
of the Senate, who had become interested in the Dreyfus affiar. 
Scheurer-Kestner was a man who had lived to see the despotisms 
and injustices of the Empire give way to a freer Republic. 
And he was now profoundly upset by the uni}ust court deci sian 
that threatened to cast a cloud of darkness over that very 
liberty and justice for which he had worked with such eager 
zeal. oacrificing the peace and happiness of his old age, he 
entered the struggle to champion the cause of truth. Then, too, 
this kindly old man could well feel a personal sympathy for 
anyone unjustly sentenced, for he himself had once been wrongly 
accused of espionage and punished with undeserved imprisonment. 
Yet all his efforts to induce General Billot and Premier Meline 
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to open fresh inquiry into the Dreyfus case were of little 
avail. He was merely pledged to secrecy and told to wait 
by both. General Billot even hinted at a new document that 
would clinch the guilt of Dreyfus. He was referring to the 
Henry forgery which was later read at the Zola trial. 
At this time, !la thieu Dreyfus, brother of the con-
demned man, cmne to enlist the aid of Scheurer-Kestner. 
Working independently of Picquart and his friends, 1mthieu 
Dreyfus had come to suspect Esterhazy; and his suspicions 
were decidedly strengthened when Esterhazy's stockbroker 
Castro informed him that he had recognized Esterhazy's 
writing in the facsimile of the bordereau published in the 
Matin. Scheurer-Kestner, to be sure, had promised secrecy 
to the government; but when Y...athieu Dreyfus asked:.1 11 If I 
can give you the name, the very name, your investigations 
indicate, what then?" he returned: "In that case I should 
consider myself free to say yes to you." Mathieu then named 
Esterhazy. Scheurer advised him to accuse Esterhazy publicly. 
And on November 15, 1897, Mathieu Dreyfus published a letter 
addressed to the Minister of War, denouncing Esterhazy as 
the real traitor and the author of the bordereau. 
Now for the first time, Esterhazy's name was published. 
In immediate protestation, he requested the Wdnister of War 
.1 Hale; page 37 
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to make inquiry, declaring himself ready to answer every accusa-
tion. As a judicial consequence, General de Pellieux was auth-
. 
orized to make preliminary.investigations; and he submitted a 
report declaring Esterhazy to be innocent. A formal and of-
ficial. report later prepared by N~jor Ravary, similar in 
nature to d'Ormescheville's Accusation Act in the Dreyfus case, 
again maintained the innocence of Esterhazy. 
In january, 1898, Esterhazy's trial was held ~ huis 
clos before a Court-Martial. In all respects the proceedings 
were audaciously infamous. In the first place, Madrune Dreyfus 
and IJathieu Dreyfus were refused aclrlission as "civil parties" 
to the trial. The fact that "civil parties" had no place in 
a Court-Martial was the legal excuse for the refusal. But 
in addition the court took the stand that this trial had 
nothing to do with Dreyfus, who had been c..ondemned "justly and 
legally." Naturally, after this expression of the court's 
attitude, there could be no hope for the Dreyfusards. "Here 
was Esterhazy on trial for writing the bordereau; and the 
court, before hearing any evidence, based a finding on the 
pre~ise that Dreyfus had been justly and legally convicted of 
writing it. More than this, the whole object of the trial . . . 
was to pursue the course carefully marked out by the French 
law •••• (which) says that after a first conviction, revision 
may be had if you can secure another irreconcilable conviction 
proving a second man to be guilty of the first offence. You 
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denounce your second man, and his trial begins by the state-
ment that it is past contradiction that the first man did 
it! ".t Assuredly, the Court-11artial was not there seriously 
to try the case! 
The trial began with a reading of Ravary's report 
which conveyed the impression that Picquart, not Esterhazy, 
• 
was the guilty man, for the suggestion was made that Picquart 
had forged the petit bleu in order to cast suspicion on 
Esterhazy! The only charge against Esterhazy was the fact 
that his life was not exemplary. Surely that did not 
necessarily signify that the man was a traitor? The report 
accordingly recommended the acquittal of Esterhazy. 
Vfuat tragic irony was here! Concerning Dreyfus, 
the most abominable and utterly false rumors had been allowed 
to circulate freely in order to prove him capable of treason. 
But when valid stories, fully as black and even worse, were 
applied to Esterhazy, they were lightly dismissed as irrel-
evant to the case! For a while, to be sure, a great sensa-
tion was created by some of Esterhazy's letters revealed by 
his cousin Madame de Boulancy, who was seeking revenge as a 
result of a quarrel. Certain passages in these letters were 
clearly indicative of a 1nind addicted to treasonable prac-
tices, especially the following taken from the famous 
"lettre de Uhlan": 
.L Hale; page .40 
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"The French nation is not worth the cartridges to 
kill it. I would be perfectly happy if I was told that I 
would die as captain of Uhlans hacking Frenchmen to pieces ••• 
What a dream to see Paris taken in a storm and left to be 
ransacked by a hundred thousand drunken soldiers.".t 
The sensation did not last long, however. In time, 
these letters too, were dismissed from consideration, for, 
it must be remembered, they were penned by an Esterhazy 
and not by a Dreyfus! 
The story which Esterhazy related at the trial has 
been fittingly described as a "burlesque opera". He declared 
that he had first become aware of Picquart's machinations 
against him by a letter signed Esperance; that soon after-
ward, he had received a telegram bidding him be present for 
a midnight rendezvous on the Bridge Alexander III; that he 
had had several interviews there with a mysterious "veiled 
lady" (later revealed to be du Paty in disguise) who gave 
him a photographed document proving the indisputable guilt 
of Dreyfus and consequently his own innocence. In ::raj or 
Ravary's report, this document was identified with the 
"canaille de D --" paper. 
As for the bordereau, Esterhazy had a ready ex-
planation of its correspondence with his handwriting . 
.1 Guyou; page 35 
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Dreyfus, he asserted, had managed to obtain specimens of his 
penmanship by writing to him under an assumed name, requesting 
information on a professional topic, and had then written the 
bordereau by tracing words from Esterhazy's answer. Three 
experts, Belhomme, ·varinard, and Couard were found to testi-
fy that the bordereau could not be attributed to Esterhazy. 
The petit bleu could not, of course, be held as evidence 
against him, Being a forgery, it had no value as proof. 
Esterhazy did acknowledge relations with Schwarzkoppen, but 
maintained that they were purely social in character. 
Thus did the ignominious trial proceed. And here 
again we have a situation of tragic irony. One after 
another, Esterhazy's fantastic romances were accepted in 
his favor. But toward Picquart, the one man at the trial 
who was anxious for truth and justice, the greatest animosity 
was manifested. Summoned from Tunis to take part in the 
proceedings against Esterhazy, he was treated not as a wit-
ness but as the accused! 
In the attempt to clear the case, Picquart told the 
story of two false telegrruns sent to him in Tunis, worded as 
follows:J. 
(1) "Arr~tez le demi-dieu, tout est decouvert; affaire 
tres grave, Speranza." 
, , ( 2) II On a prouve que 1 e lieu e tai t fabri que p~r 
Georges. Blanche." 
/ 
J. Theodore Reinach; page 85 
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This account was not favorably received. Instead, it 
was allowed to create the impression that Picquart was in a 
plot to release Dreyfus. The "demi-dieu", it was claimed 
referred to Scheurer-Kestner. 
In reality, these telegrams, as well as the story of 
the "veiled lady" and of Dreyfus• trick to secure Esterhazy's 
vrriting were all parts of a ridiculous knavery instigated by 
Esterhazy himself, his mistress, and du Paty de Clam, with 
the assistance of Henry. But the Court-Hartial had no 
desire to investigate. At the close of the session, Picquart, 
denounced as the moving spirit in a campaign conducted by the 
".Jewish Syndicate", was arrested, accused of forgery and of 
communicating secret documents to Leblois. At the same time, 
Esterhazy was triurnphantly acquitted by unanimous vote! 
But this triurnph was not to pass unchallenged. France 
still had a few men who dared protest against scandalous in-
" justice! Towering among them stood the novelist Emile Zola, 
the inimitable Zola, who fired by zealous passion for humanity, 
justice, and truth, now came bravely to the front, convinced 
that the goverrunent was purposely protecting the real traitor. 
His righteous fury found expression in an open letter addressed 
to the President of the Republic, .lt'elix Faure. Published in 
the Aurore, this celebrated letter, which has lived under the 
title J'accuse, created tremendous excitement, for in it, Zola 
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accused publicly and openly by name· all the individuals 
involved in shielding the culprit. The significant passages 
read as follows: 
"I accuse Lieutenant-Colonel du Paty de Clam of 
having been the diabolical author of the judicial error, 
unconsciously, I am willing to believe, and of having then 
defended his pernicious work for three years by the most 
absurd and culpable machinations. 
"I accuse General :Mercier of having rendered him-
self the accomplice, at least through want of firrnness, of 
one of the greatest iniquities of the century. 
"I accuse General :Sillot of having had in his 
hands certain proofs of the innocence of Dreyfus, and of 
having suppressed them, of having rendered himself guilty 
of the crime of treason to humanity and treason to justice 
with a political object and in order to screen the com-
promised Staff. 
"I accuse General de Boisdeffre and General Gonse 
of having made themselves accomplices of the same crime, the 
one doubtless through clerical passion, the other perhaps 
from that esprit de corps which makes the War Office the 
sacred and unassailable ark. 
"I accuse General de Pellieux and i::i:ajor Ravary of 
having made a wicked inquiry; I mean by that an inquiry of 
the most monstrous partiality, of vfuich we have in the report 
of the latter an imperishable monwnent of naive audacity. 
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11 I accuse the three experts in handwriting, Belhornme, 
Varinard, and Couard of having made lying and fraudulent re-
ports, unless a medical inquiry should prove them to be 
suffering from diseased sight and judgment. 
"I accuse the War Office of having carried in the 
I / 
press, particularly in the Eclair and the Echo de Paris, an 
abominable crunpaign in order to mislead public opinion and 
screen their errpr. 
"Lastly, I accuse the first Court-Martial of 
having violated the law by condemning an accused person on 
one document kept secret, and_I accuse the second Court-
Martial of having, in obedience to orders, covered this 
illegality by committing in its turn the judicial crime 
of knowingly acquitting a guilty person." 
Of course, in writing this startling letter, 
Zola was willingly inviting himself to a trial, for he 
felt that called upon to prove his accusations, he would 
thus shed light on the entire Dreyfus affair and bring 
about a revision of the case. 
The invi ta ti on to the trial came. But poor ZolaL 
His golden hopes were doomed, for the authorities, fearing 
just that which ·zola expected to accomplish, managed to 
dig up an old law to the effect that swmnoned to the trial, 
Zola could offer proof only on the statements mentioned in 
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the summons. And in the summons vmich he received, only 
fifteen lines were cited of his eight-column article. 
Taken from three different passages in the letter 
and separated from the context, these lines related merely 
to the Esterhazy Court-1Eartial. T'ne court maintained that 
since the Dreyfus case was a chose .jugee, the libel could 
not refer to it, but to the Esterhazy case. Therefore, 
the latter only was to be discussed. But insofar as 
Dreyfus had been convicted of writing the bordereau and 
Esterhazy had been acquitted of writing it, the distinction 
between the two cases could not be fully observed. 
At first, the trial seemed to progress in Zola's 
favor. A great many witnesses, among Whom were such noted 
men as Anatole France of the French Academy, Duclaux, 
Director of the Pasteur Institute, Jean Jaures, Ranc, and 
Grimaux, testified the good faith of the accused and vindi-
cated his personal character. Zola's counsel, liaftre 
Labori, fought for his client boldly and resourcefully. 
General :Mercier did not dare deny that a secret document 
was shown to the judges of Dreyfus. A number of experts 
declared the bordereau to be the work of Esterhazy. 
But suddenly, these auspicious developments were 
cut short by General de Pellieux who came forward with a 
letter taken from the secret dossier of the Dreyfus case. 
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It was the notorious Henry forgery. Grossly ungrammatical 
(purposely made so to Show that it proceeded from a foreigner, 
presumably Panizzardi, the Italian military attach~), this 
letter read as follows:~ 
11 Mon c her ami, 
J'ai lu qu'un d~put~ va interpeller sur Dreyfus. 
Si on demande a Rome.nouvelles explications, je dirai que 
jamais j 'avais des relations avec ~e juif. Si on vous 
demande, dites comme ga car il faut pas qu'on sache jamais 
personne ce qui est arriv{ avec lui. 
Alexandrine." 
This document decided the case. Zola was con-
demned to a year's imprisonment and a fine of 3000 francs. 
The editing manager of the Aurore was likewise condemned. 
Zola appealed. Another trial was held. This time, it was 
a question of but three lines in the same article of eight 
columns! Again Zola was condemned, but for some reason, 
he deemed it prudent to flee to England, where he remained 
until a real revision of the Dreyfus case took place. 
The popular excitement occasioned by the Zola 
trials found an echo in political turmoil. Indeed, the 
Dreyfus case had engrossed politics almost from the beginning. 
Various parties had made the most of the affair to serve 
, 
~ Theodore Reinach; page 71· 
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their own political ends, raising outcries that it was 
necessary to defend the honor of the army and of the 
nation. These nationalistic groups were opposed by a 
minority of Socialists who, headed by Jean Jaures, decried 
the fact that the government was delivering the Hepublic 
into the hands of its military generals. 
Several times, the Dreyfus case had come up in 
the Chamber of Deputies. Back in 1896, ·when rumors of the 
escape of Dreyfus caused the anti-semitic press to rail 
against suspected accomplices. a member of the Chamber, 
Castelin announced that he would interpellate the ministry 
on the subject. Accordingly, on November 18, 1896, the 
first Castelin Interpellation was held in the Chamber of 
Deputies. Nothing worthy of praise was accomplished. 
Castelin requested that proceedings be instituted against 
the accomplices of the traitor, among whom he named Dreyfus' 
father-in-lavr Hadamard and Bernard Lazare! 
When a discussion was raised regarding the publica-
tion of secret documents in the newspapers,--i.e., the 
I 
printing of the "canaille de D--- 11 document in the Eclair 
and of the facsimile of the bordereau in the :Matin 
General Billot came forward, asserting the perfect regularity 
of the action of 1894 and theltappealing to the pa tri oti sm of 
the assembly in order to terminate what he considered a 
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I 
"dangerous debate". At this .time, Hada.me Dreyfus' petition 
for revision on the basis of the secret docwnent published 
in the Eclair was disregarded. 
Another Castelin Interpellation was held later after 
the second Zola trial. But before that, a hot campaign took 
place between Revisionists and anti-Revisionists. Holding 
fast to his principle of respecting the "chose jugee", 
Primier :r.reline attempted to steer an independent course 
between the two groups, refusing to enter into any dis-
cussion relative to proofs of Dreyfus' guilt. Yet on more 
than one occasion, he managed to give satisfaction to the 
anti-Revisionists. 
In ~anuary, 1898, when Godfrey Cavaignac, the 
leading spokesman of the l·Tationalistic grou1), called upon 
the govermnent to publish what he considered decisive 
evidence of the guilt of Dreyfus, nmnely e. report of 
General Gonse pertaining to the alleged confession of 
Dreyfus to Lebrun-Renaud, lireline refused peremptorily to 
act upon the suggestion. A stormy session on January 24 
saw blows exchanged on the Ohamber platform. 
It was on this day that ~ean Jaures put very 
plainly, as he tells us in his book Les Preuves, a straight 
question at the tribune of the Chrunber: 
"Oui ou non, une piece pouvant former ou fortifier 
la conviction des juges, a-t-elle ete communiqu~ aux juges 
. , 
sans 1 'etre a 1 'accuse? Oui ou non '? 11 
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I And Premier Meline, much disturbed, hesitated before 
he replied: 
I 
"On vous repondra ailleurs. 11 
"Ma.is non!" .Jaures continues, 11 C1 est ala Chambre meme, 
c 'est devant le pays qu' on aurai t dQ me repondre! Le Pa.rlenient 
n'est pas charge d'appliquer la loi; mais son premier devoir 
est de veiller, par l'intermediaire du gouvernement responsable, 
"\ • I 
a l'observatlon de la loi, au maintien des garanties legales 
' sans lesquelles un proces n'est qu'un guet-apens." 
If it were really false that the law had been violated, 
Jaures demands, what prevented l.feline from saying "No! 11 simply 
and directly? 
The battle continued. During the four months after 
the first Zola trial, Nationalism and anti-Semitism combined 
against a strong association formed by the partisans of 
revision, "La ligue pour la defense des droits de l'homme 
et du citoyen." 
The May elections saw a few more Nationalists and 
anti-Semites added to the Chamber, among them Deroulede and 
Drumont. Not a single open Dreyfusard was included. 'l'he 
strongest of them, Jaures and Joseph Reinach, had not 
succeeded in the elections. Others had not even faced the 
struggle, for the recognized attitude of the leading parties 
during the period of election was one of exaggerated en-
thusiasm for the army and of silence regarding the Dreyfus 
affair. 
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Its first encounter with the new Chamber marked the 
downfall of the Meline ministry. In its stead, a radical 
cabinet was fom1ed under the presidency of Henri. Brisson, a 
man who professed no interest in the Dreyfus affair and 
persisted in remaining unacquainted with the facts of the 
case. He chose as his Y~nister of War, Godfrey Cavaignac 
to serve as his "caution aupr~s des Uationalistes." In fact, 
the new 1finister had been imposed on l3risson by the anti-
Dreyfusard newspapers, La Libre Parole and L 1 Intransigean.t, 
which had designated Cavaignac because of his attitude in 
the Dreyfus affair. 
Deroulede, leader of the "Ligue des Patriotes", 
congratulated Ilri sson on having selected a man "qui saurai t 
faire respecter l'honneur de l'armee." .z. And Cavaignac did 
not disappoint his supporters. Announcing his intention of 
"muzzling" the Dreyfusards, he prepared to answer the 
challenge of Castelin who demanded new :proceedings against 
Picquart, Zola, 11athieu Dreyfus, in short, the entire 
"syndicate". This second Castelin Interpellation was a 
veritable triumph for the anti-Dreyfusards. 
On .July 7, 1898, Cavaignac carne forward with his 
masterpiece, a speech demonstra~ting the absolute guilt of 
Dreyfus, based, for the most part, on new proofs submitted 
since his conviction. First of all, Cavaignac stressed the 
.:.t Theodore Reinach; page 126. 
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"confession" of Dreyfus, which he maintained, was established 
by the report of Gortse and the notes of Lebrun-Renaud. Now 
the report was antedated; and the notes consisted of a leaf 
detached from Lebrun's notebook which had been destroyed. 
This loose page, miraculously preserved, he had shovm to 
Cavaignac who had made a copy of it; and then Lebrun had 
burned it! Verily, all these proceedings were, to say the 
least, suspiciously absurd! 
Next, Cavaignac presented to the Chamber three 
secret documents: first, the "canaille de D---" paper; 
secondly, a letter presumably dated March, 1894, and written 
by one of the military attaches -- "D has brought me 
several interesting things"; thirdly, the Henry forgery of 
1896 which had decided the condemnation of Zola. 
Won over by Cavaignac's oratorical persuasion, the 
Chamber voted 572 to 2 that his speech should be posted in 
every commune in France! But now on all sides, Cavaignac 
heard doubts expressed as to the authenticity of the docu-
ments which he had read. To quiet the Charges, he ordered 
an examination of the dossier. And then his confidence received 
a ,blow, for during the investigation, one evening by lamp-
light, the Alexandrine letter was discovered to be a forgery. 
The cross ruling of the heading and of the signature was 
seen to be blue-gray, that of the body of the letter violet-
-
red. A genuine letter from the same reputed source Vlas 
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found to have a signature and heading of violet-red and a 
body of blue-gray. The fact that the document had never 
been examined by lamplight before explained the discovery 
and also the blunder of the forger Henry, who had cut off 
the heading and the signature of the authentic letter and 
had replaced them by his own imitations. 
Surr~oned to the War Office and questioned in the 
presence of Generals de Boisdeffre and Gonse, Henry at 
first attempted to deny the forgery, but then became 
embarrassed under the silence of the generals. Seeing him-
self thus abrtndoned by them, he was forced to acknowledge 
his odious falsification. 
Shortly afterward, crune the startling announcement 
of two acts which, dealing a severe blow to the anti-
Revisionists, greatly weakened their cause. These acts were 
the suicide of Henry in prison and the resignation of 
General de Boisdeffre f rcim the General Staff of the War 
Office. 
The an ti-Dreyfusards, however, would not be crushed. 
Hopeless for a moment, they then rose with renewed vigor and 
proceeded to circulate a story of the same puerile nature as 
the tales of the "veiled lady", of the f9.lse telegrams, and 
the hundred and one other absurdities of the case which make 
of the Dreyfus affair a sort of tragic-comic farce. Henry, 
they declared, had been prompted to do what he did by purely 
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patriotic motives. He had wished a document that would settle 
finally the question of Dreyfus' guilt, of which he was other-
wise certain, a document that would stop, once for all, a 
discussion that was detrimental to the best welfare of the 
country. Henry's widow had sufficient faith in this view 
to start a process for defamation of her husband's character 
against Joseph Reinach who set out to prove in a series of 
articles published in the Siecle that Henry had from the 
beginning been the accomplice of Esterhazy. 
Meanwhile, Cavaignac, declaring himself still con-
vinced of Dreyfus' treason in spite of Henry's forgery, 
resigned from office when Brisson's Cabinet remitted to the 
Court of CassationJ an application for the revision of the 
Dreyfus trial. As a result of Brisson's action in institut-
ing this proceeding, his ministry was compelled to resign 
by the combined force of the anti-Revisionists in the Chamber. 
It was succeeded by the Dupuy ministry which did everything 
in its power to retard the work of justice. ?nreatened in 
turn by the Republican party, the Dupuy Cabinet eventually 
gave way to the Waldeck-Rousseau ministry, during which 
actual revision took place. 
9. Revision at Hennes ---- 1899 
The Court of Cassation undertook a detailed investi-
J The highest court of appeal. in France with the power to break 
(casser) or reverse decisions of subordinate courts. 
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gation of the case. The proceedings fill 1,168 pages. Delega-
tiona and sub-delegations were sent all over Frru1ce for evi-
dence, and more than eighty witnesses were heard. The whole 
world was waiting to hear the verdict. Behind the enemies 
of revision stood the anti-semitic 11Ligue des Patriotes" as 
well as the new "Ligue de la Patrie francaise", organized on 
_:, 
January 1st, 1899 under the auspices of Francois Coppee and 
.> 
Jules Lemaitre. Behind the Dreyfusards stood the followers 
of Scheurer-Kestner and Zola, a compact body of French 
Protestants, and literary men from all sections of Europe 
and America, from Bjorn Bjornson to lmrk Twain. Petitions 
were constantly sent to the government in favor of revision 
by such men as Ana tole France, Frederic Passy, Claude Iv'ione t, 
Eugene Carriere, Grimaux, Duclaux, and others, students, 
polemists, authors, artists, scientists, men of advanced 
ideas in all walks of life. 
Finally, the Court of Cassation quashed the decision 
of 1894 and ordained a new military trial at Rennes. The 
chief grounds for annulling the conviction of 1894 were as 
follows:~ 
(1) The Henry forgery. 
(2) Contradictions in the opinions of handwriting 
experts, with regard to the authorship of the bordereau. 
(3) Identity of the thin paper of the bordereau 
with that used by Esterhazy. 
~ Adapted from a list in Steevens; page 15. 
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(4) A letter of Esterhazy stating that he had been 
to the manoeuvres mentioned in the bordereau. Dreyfus did 
not go to the manoeuvres. 
(5) Two telegrams proving that Dreyfus had no 
dealings with foreign powers. 
(6) Documents showing that Dreyfus never confessed 
his alleged crime. 
The Court of Cassation would probably have declared 
Dreyfus innocent had it not been for the intervention of the 
. judge Q,uesnay de :Beaurepaire and the 11loi de dessai sissement" 
passed by Parliament. Accordingly, it decided to give Dreyfus 
back to military justice. What this justice proved to be 
remains to be seen. 
Immediately on hearing this decision of the Court of 
' f , ' Cessation, the leading anti-Revisionists, Paul Deroulede, 
Marcel Habert, and .Tules Guerin laid plans for a 'coup de force" 
to be executed in case Dreyfus should be acquitted by the 
Rennes Court-Martial. Arrested for conspiracy against the 
state, they were sentenced to banishment or to prison. Never-
theless, such an incident could hardly afford a propitious 
omen for the outcome of the process at Rennes. The foes of 
revision continued to make every effort against the proper 
course of justice. Indeed, such was the general disturbance 
that the counsel for the accused, lfuitre Labori, was wounded 
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by a shot in the street on the very morning on which he was 
to cross-examine the vritnesses. 
For several weeks, the quiet town of Rennes was the 
"emotional center" of France, housing :Mercier, Boisdeffre, 
Billot, Cavaignac, Esterhazy, Lebrun-Renaud, Picquart, Demange, 
all the celebrities of the case, and all the lesser Dreyfusards 
and anti-Dreyfusards who could possibly manage to come and 
stay. 
But most interesting of all is Alfred Dreyfus, 
resurrected from living death, "a little old man --an old, 
old man of thirty-nine ••••• his hair gone white as silver ..•. the 
temples and the back of the crown bald ••••• in the face suffer-
ing and effort •••.• a misery hardly to be borne, and a tense 
agonized striving to bear and hide it ••••• a man mo has en-
dured things unendurable and just lives throughJmaybe to 
d ,, en ure more.-
The trial is on. After preliminary formalities 
comes 11 the moment of the day. The President addresses the 
prisoner in a voice suave yet sharp, and Dreyfus stands up. 
He is round-shouldered, yet he stands bolt upright, and looks 
his judge hard in the face. A paper is handed to him--the 
bordereau at once the act and evidence of treachery. Did he 
write that? 
"An instant's dead silence-- and then the dry, split, 
dead man's voice. It is the voice of a man who has forgotten 
.1 Steevens; p~ge 43. ·· 
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how to speak, who is struggling desperately to master tones 
which crumble and fail him. The voice rises half a shriek 
and half a sob. But the words you hear are, 'I am innocent, 
my colonel 1 • Then the colonel's soft tones again and more 
answers ••••• a string of cross-examination. It is difficult 
to follow the questions; but after five minutes the answers 
are heard in every corner of the hall. He has found his 
voice, and it is thick and fUll. 'No; no, my colonel; never; 
I never played; I do not know him; I never said so' the 
denials follow on the questions sharply, instantly, eagerly •• 
Now and again comes a sentence --precipitate, almost 
breathless, as if he feared to lose one second of his chance 
to be heard. Every moment his back stiffens, his voice 
deepens, his hand is raised more appealingly, his protesta-
tiona burst out more fervently. It is a man fighting for 
his life against time." ~ 
Labori and Demange and Picquart fought for him too, 
speaking long hours at a time with all the intellectual 
brilliance and the eloquent skill of men heart and soul in 
the cause. l3u t alas! In s.::Ji te of all that they c auld do, 
the trial was reduced to a mere farcical procession of 
generals, ex-ministers, and pompous witnesses who argued 
and harangued over such important problems as: \Vhy did this 
J Steevens; pages 46-47 
' 
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general treat that general so arrogantly in 1894? And was so 
and so justified in resigning? Throughout this ludicrous and 
interminable hearing of evidence that was no evidence, Dreyfus 
was merely a side issue, an_ "automaton that could speak but 
one word innocent, innocent, innocent!" J 
It was over at last, this base mockery of justice. 
Once again, a vmole world awaited the verdict. And it came 
to the shame and dishonor of France. Five votes to two "in 
the name of the French people •••• guilty ••••• ten years' im-
prisonment ••• military degradation. 11 J.L Yet the judges must 
have experienced some slight rebukes of conscience, for the 
verdict was rendered with "extenuating circumstances 11 , a 
thing never before heard of in cases of treason! 
Once more, the prison engulfed its victim. And the 
country, rather weary of excitement, was glad to consider the 
affair ended. Really, it said, what difference does it make 
whether Dreyfus or Esterhazy, or indeed both, surrendered 
information to foreign agents? The important fact is that 
no other officer will, for a long time to come, dare to do 
likewise. After all, what is the innocence or freedom of one 
man compared to the ultimate good of a whole nation? 
Naturally, such views did not appeal to the friends 
of Dreyfus, who could not thus allow the matter to subside. 
J Steevens; page 64 
J.L Steeyens; page 180 
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Dreyfus himself immediately appealed for a new trial. But 
within a short time, he was informed that President Loubet, 
Faure ts successor, was ready to offer him cL. pardon on condi-
tion that he withdraw his appeal. Thirsting for full 
justice, the unfortunate man favored no such partial measure. 
Yet the leading chrunpions of his cause urged him to accept 
it, feeling that it would be a good thing to let the matter 
of reinstatement rest for a while until bitter feeling and 
antagonistic turmoil should calm down. Then, considering 
the sufferings of his wife and family, and the state of his 
health, thinking of his little children from whom he had been 
so long separated and who, under the impression that papa was 
traveling, were beginning to wonder Why he was so long away, 
Dreyfus was finally prevailed upon to accept the pardon. He 
did so with these simple, touching words:! 
"The Government of the Republic gives me back my 
liberty. It is nothing to me without honor. Beginning with 
to-day, I shall unremittingly strive for the reparation of 
the frightful judicial error of which i am still the victim. 
"I want all France to know by a final judgment that I 
am innocent. MY heart will never be satisfied while there is 
a single .b1 renchman who imputes to me the abominable crime which 
J Five Years of ~Life -- Dreyfus, page 310. 
-
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another committed." 
Although Dreyfus was now free, there were still a number 
of unsettled matters connected with the case, such as the pro-
ceedings against Picquart for communication of secret documents 
to Leblois, an infraction of the law against espionage; the 
case for libel carried on by ~~dameHenry against Joseph Reinach; 
the execution of the sentence against Zola whose prosecution 
had been stopped short for want of a defendant on his escape 
from France. Deeming it advisable to terminate an affair which, 
so long an obstacle to the normal functioning of business, had 
threatened to throw the country into a state of civil war, and 
seeing that a mere insinuated revival of the affair favored the 
Nationalistic candidates in the municipal elections of Paris, 
the Waldeck-Rousseau ministry had an amnesty bill passed on 
December 24, 1900, canceling all actions connected with the 
Dreyfus case. 
10. Ultimate Clearance -- 1906. 
The passage of the amnesty bill seemed to close the 
avenues for revision; but the Dreyfusards waited their time • 
.By 1903, the composition of the new chamber seemed to be suffi-
ciently reassuring and public opinion sufficiently calmed for 
them to think seriously of resuming the work necessary for the 
rehabilitation of Dreyfus. Careful reflection on the Rennes 
verdict led them to believe that once again, the judges had been 
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influenced by a clever manouevre analogous to that of the secret 
document of 1894. Indeed, there had been talk of letters 
written by Dreyfus to Kaiser vlilliam II and of an original 
bordereau annotated by the Kaiser hirnself! What monstrous 
fabrications the inventive genius of foreers could devise! 
Jean Jaures vmo had been returned to the Chamber, offered to 
lay the case before the tribune. 
I General Andre in the new cabinet declared himself ready 
to open an inquiry. Undertaking a complete and methodical re-
vision of the Dreyfus dossier, he unearthed some interesting 
facts. In the first :place, the initial in the second document 
which Cavaignac had read to the Chamber in his famous speech 
of July 7th, proved to be a P not a D, for the letter had been 
traced over the erased original. In t..."-le second place, it vms 
established that the leakage of documents had begun in the War 
Office long before the arrival of Dreyfus e~d had continued 
even after his departure! Furthermore, one of the documents, 
which after the first condemnation of Dreyfus, had been cited 
as further evidence of his affirmed treason, turned out to be 
dated 1mrch 28, 1895, that is to say, two months after his de-
portation~ It appeared that Henry had torn off the real date 
and had deliberately substituted a false one. 
The various "faits nouveaux" revealed by this investiga-
tion and necessary for revision were then transmitted to the 
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Court of Cassation. Tvrenty more months were to elapse before 
the final rendering of justice, for following the research of 
the court, l;olitical considerations made it advisable to put 
off the decision until after the May elections of 1906, which 
brought to the Chrunber a strong Left majority of revisionists, 
among them J.::mr~s, Reinach, and Labori, vri th Brisson as 
president. 
This time, there was no reference to the hazardous 
judgment of a Court-Martial. On July 12, 1906, the Court of 
Cassation disproved the entire accusation against Dreyfus and 
definitely quashed the verdict of Hennes. After more than ten 
years of harassing tumult and suffering, the honor of Captain 
Dreyfus was restored. Reinstated in the army with the rank of 
N~jor, he was invested with the decoration of the Legion of 
Honor in the Artillery Pavillion of the 1lilitary School. 
The "affaire" was over. 
IV. THE LITERATURE OF THE CASE 
A tremendous literary memorial immortalizes the Dreyfus 
affair. To it Joseph Reinach has contributed a monumental 
history of the case, a work in six volumes plus a general index. 
Th~odore Reinach who has based on it his Histoire Sorr~ire de 
l'Affaire Dreyfus commends it highly as "le recit si complet, 
si vivant, et d'une inspiration si genereuse qu'a trace de ce 
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grand conflit celui qui en fut un des combattcmts les plus 
intrepides, les plus clairvoyants et les plus desinteresses." 
A certain Captain Paul 1ra.rin has given us an imposing 
Histoire Documentaire de l'Affaire Dreyfus, corn_9lete in tVJelve 
volumes containing especially the stenography of judicial and 
parliamentary documents relative to the extraordinary e.ffair; 
false letters a..nd virulent newspaper articles; Zola's letter 
J'accuse; a thouse~d or so authentic documents in their 
original text; accounts of meetings and tumultuous street 
manifestations. He heads each volume vrith an outstanding name 
of the case, as follows: 
Tome 
Tome 
Tome 
Tome 
Tome 
Tome 
Tome 
Tome 
Tome 
Tome 
Tome 
Tome 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
v 
VI 
VII 
VIII 
L\: 
X 
XI 
XII 
Dreyfus? 
Esterhazy? 
Le Lieutenant-Colonel ~icquart? 
Le Capitaine Lebrun-Renault? 
Le Lieutenant-Colonel du Pa ty de Clam'? 
Le Lieutenant-Colonel Henry? 
Rochefort? 
Drumont? Q. de Beaurepaire? 
Felix Faure? 
Deroulede? 
Cern us zlcy? 
Then, before proceeding, he quotes from a speech of the 
Attorney-General at the Court of Cassation: 
"N'est-il done pas permis a.' chacun d'avoir et d'emettre 
son opinion, tant sur la culpabiltte de Dreyfus que sur l'in-
nocence d'Esterhazy, eta l'inverse tant sur la culpabilite 
1\ • / 
d'Esterhazy que sur l'innocence de Dreyfus, sans etre expose 
,- II 
aux injures, aux menaces les plus atroces( 
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The writings of Emile Zola, Jean Jaures, and Bernard 
Lazare have dready been mentioned. To these vre may add those 
of Georges Clemenceau, Jl.natole France, and scores of other men 
not so fruniliar to the American student. Since a great deal 
of this literature, notably the letters of Zola, the articles 
of Clemenceau, and Les Preuves of Jean Jaures vrere written 
origina.lly for newspapers in the heat of the campaign that 
raced for years between the Dreyfusard and the anti-Dreyfuse.rd 
journals, it is fitting here to devote some space to 'the 
general attitude of the press. 
There vrere in France at the time about forty poli tica.l 
newspapers, of which the follov1ing are the most important with 
the prominent men directing their policy regarding revision: 
L' Aurore -- Cl·emenceau -- pro. 
L'.Autorite -- Cassagnac -- railed against revisionists but 
more or less pro. 
Les Debats -- moderate neutral paper. 
Les Droits de l'Homme -;- .Ajalbert, Depasse --pro. 
Wcho de Paris and L'Eclair (Alphonse Humbert) --mouth-
pieces of the military authorities -- con. 
Le Figaro -- pro until abandoned by its subscribers, then 
neutral. 
La Fronde (feminist) -- pro. 
Le Gaulois -- Arthur Meyer, an Israelite, alas! -- con. 
Vlntransigeant -- Rochefort -- con. 
Le Jour -- Vervoort -- con. 
Le ~nal (Hoderate Republican) -- con. 
La Lanterne (Radical) -- pro. 
La Libre Parole -- Drumont -- con. 
Le l1atin (so-called Independent ReDublican) -- con. 
La Patrie -- Millevoye -- con. ~ 
Le Petit Journal (Hoderate Republican) -- Judet -- con. 
La Petite R6publique (Socialist) -- Jaures -- pro. 
Le Radical -- Hanc, Lacroix --pro. 
Le Rappel (Radical) -- ·oro. 
Le Siecle (lvioderate Republican) -- Yves Guyot, Joseph Reinach 
pro. 
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Le Signal (Protestant) -- pro. 
Le Soir (Gaston Pollonais, another Israelite! -- con. 
Le TeffiPs -- moderate neutral paper. 
Naturally, it was Drumont who took the most violently 
pronounced attitude against Dreyfus. He was closely followed 
by Rochefort. And backed by these two leading spirits of 
intolerant hatred and darkness, all the anti-Dreyfusard journals 
daily filled their columns with the most scurrilous and 
libelous defamations of the good name of Dreyfus. lJo t content 
with branding him as a traitor, these yellow sheets, with 
diabolical audaciousness, proceeded to stigmatize him as a 
profligate libertine, a gambler, one unmindfui of the welfare 
of his faraily and faithless to his wife. Against the inventive 
ingenuity of malicious minds constantly exerted to find new and 
blacker tales with va1iCh to denounce the Jew, the friends of 
Dreyfus were powerless. Josep~ Reinach, himself a detested Jew, 
was attaclced for wishing to aid his fellow-Jew, the traitor. 
And Yves Guyot vras declared a member of the 11 syndicate". 
At first, Lucie Dreyfus attempted to refute the abominable 
stories in Le Figaro. But what could a mere woman do against 
a tremendous raging mob of vilifying agitators? She was merely 
laughed at for her naivete and told that she was certainly not the 
only deceived wife in the world! Then in one desperate endeavor 
to rehabilitate her husband in the eyes of his countrymen, she 
gave to the 1mblic the letters written by him to herself. 
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Brimful of the heart-rending p~thos of tortured innocence, 
brimful of a... deep, abiding love for his vJife and children, 
brimful of an unswerving loyalty tov:ard the very country which 
condenmed hi1t1, these letters are in themselves most eloquent 
testimonials cif the character of a man incapable of treason! 
But blind flrejudice would accept nothing, even refusing 
to Dreyfus the name of Frenchman! Long before the Dreyfus 
case, anti-Semitism had established the thesis that a Jevrish 
officer could not be a Frenchman. So let the nation comfort 
itself non with the thought that it v1as a rank outsider and 
not one of her ovm dear sons who had so foully betrayed her! 
Attacldne; Dreyfus and the JevJS, Drumont could wax ridiculously 
exas~)erating in a sort of unconscious semi-defense, so to speak. 
"C'est la fatalite du type," he declared, "et la male-
diction de la race. Ce ne sont pas les jifs, c'est nous qui 
sormnes les coupables, et ils seraient en droit de nous r6pondre: 
Pourquoi avez.-vous rompu avec les traditions de vos anc~tres? 
Pourquoi confiez-vous vos secrets & ceux qui vous trahiront 
toujours?".l 
Of course, the remedy was the collective exclusion of 
Jevrs from army r)osi tions! 
Another journal clamored: Destroy the Jews, chase them 
out, or else perish at their hands, for listen, all you J?rench 
mothers! "Pour se venger de notre patriotisrne, les chefs 
.1 Drumont et Dreyfus -- page 28 
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occultes du judafsme ont d6cidd qu'en la prochaine ann~e Isra~l 
mangerai t des azyrnes satures de ce sang que le sacrific2.teur 
tire des pauvres bebes chretiens qui disparaissent de temps 
ci autre d'une facon mysterieuse. Seulement cette fois-ci, ce 
J 
/ 
~era une hecatombs et ce sera par centaines que l'on saignera 
des enfants chr~tiens pour la P~que prochaine. ".1. 
It vras the same old story told in the sar.1e old vvay to a 
people as willingly credulous as any populace of the darkest 
middle [:ges! Little wonder that anti-Semitic riots burst out 
in ascore of tovms! And it vras incited by such unspeakably 
vile stories that the infuriated mob at La Rochelle attacked 
Dreyfus and almost did away with him, thanks to the press! On 
all sides, loud regrets v;ere voiced that capital punislllllent .no 
longer existed for political crimes! 
To comprehend the full depth and scope of this crazy, 
exaggera.ted antagonism of the press is well nigh impossible. 
It seems to be a sort of vulgar superstition ~iad t;Ohe--morp 
. t<f\Y.'. 
- . •'' -4> 4"' 
poisonous in that it is tainted with obnoxious publications of 
11 
La Libre Parole during the period of the Rennes Court-Ikrtia~ 
leaves one exhausted in a state of mixed feelings, half furious, 
half amused. Then, like the lovable s ct"'ll1lJ Figaro, vre must 
needs sey: ".Je me presse de rire de tout, de peur d '4tre 
oblige d'en pleurer. 11 
.I. Drumont et Dreyfus. 
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Back in 1899, the art of glaring red headlines was as 
yet a. thing unknovm; but Drumont, fle.unting his motto, "La 
J?rance aux Francais", could well utilize the more moderate 
/ 
black ones to criminal advantage! And so we find his p<?..ges 
shrieking: A BAS LES JUIFS! A BAS LES THAITR..3S! VIVE L' A1.W~H:! 
Every word, every action of that "ignoble juif, coquin, 
espion 11 , DreyfUs, is diabolically misinterpreted. Does the 
traitor deny everything? why that is because he has been told 
to keep quiet by the "syndicate" Vlhich, expending fabulous sums 
in his behalf, promises to release hiu within three years! Does 
Dreyfus v~ite a letter to du Paty de Clam pleading for justice? 
Ah! That at once disproves the legend of ill treatment at the 
hands of this staunch upholder of military honor, for 11 si 
Dreyfus avait eu tellement a souffrir de l'officier de police 
judiciaire, il ne se serait pas adress~ ~ lui."l~ Is Dreyfus 
/ ill in prison? Naturally "c'est la consequence des repas 
I / I plantureux, genereusement arroses de champagne, que s'octroyait 
1\ I . '- 1 t d . . / t" le traitre, au mepr1s des reg emen s epu1s son J.ncarcera J.on 
ala prison militaire de Rennes." J3ut then, the rules, made 
for French officers in prison, E.re not "applicallle a ceux qui 
appartiennent ~ une race dont la patrie est partout ou peuvent 
s'exercer la convoitise et la cupidit~."J 
In order to brand the editors of the Dreyfusard papers 
as 11 demi-juifs", La Libre Parole gleefully digs into their 
J August 4, 1899. 
~~ August 4, 1899. 
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ancestry to find traces of Je·wish lineage. Extracts :from the 
Dreyfusard journals are :printed and labeled a "revue bien 
arnusante des opinions de la :presse dreyfusarde." .l La Petite 
R6publique, headed by Jean Jaures, is styled La Petite fZ~:pugn­
ante. The diminishing support of Le Figaro is hailed with 
great delight; and its 11aristocratiq_ue clientele" receives 
caustic comment. "lfl Juifs sur 72 souscripteurs! En v6ri t~ 
le Figaro est un journal bien francais!" .l.l 
.-> 
As for the picture which Dreyfusard papers give of 
:illurope shuddering with indignation, that is nothing but an 
immense "humbug", for the "affaire" in no vmy concerns strangers! 
When the "chevaliers de la. Legion Reinach" declare that 
anti-Semitism is merely a new incarnation of clericalism and 
insinuate that the Pere du Lac (a man known to have influenced 
' the tactics of General de Boisdeffre) and not Edouard Drwuont 
is the political director of La Libre Parole, the paper dedicates 
to these 11 libre-penseurs de Jud~e" an article taJcen frou the 
lfew York Herald, describing an anti-Semitic outbreak at West 
Point that caused the resignation of a nwnber of Je·wish cadets. 
/ What now? "Supposez que des faits de ce genre soient signales 
\ I / 
a notre Ecole navale, ou dans l'une de nos grandes Ecoles 
militaires. Vous entendez d'ici les cla!tleurs furibondes que 
pousseraient rtos dreyfusards? 
.l August 3, 1899 • 
.12 August 30, 1899. 
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I ' I 
'M. Jaures ferait eclater sous la violence de sa prose 
les colonnes de la Petite R~pugnante. M. Clemenceau glacerait 
d 'horreur les lecteurs de 1 'Aurore, et Yves Guyot augrnenterai t 
le format du Siecle pour pouvoir moucharder plus ~ son aise. 
"W.La.is il shgit de temoignages d'Antisemitisme donne's par 
I / la libre, par la democratique, par la protestante P~erique; et 
voil& nos libres-penseurs fort en peine. 
".Jaures, Clemenceau et Yves Guyot resteront muets. Ils 
n'essayeront point de nous expliquer co~uent ce diable de 
Pere duLac est arrive a faire rayormer son influence jusqu'aux 
I 
Etats-Unis. 11 l 
As cordially as La Libre Parole attacks Dreyfusism, just 
so does it apotheosize Deroulede and his Patriotic Lea~~e, ac-
claiming the fact that although Deroulede denies his anti-
Semi tism, he is gradually approaching it, for "la logique de 
son intelligence et la since'rite de son patriotisme l'obligent 
a reconna~tre que la France est actuellement aux mains de la 
/\ Juiverie, et que le pouvoir qui commande en L~itre chez nous, 
ce n'est pas seulement l'infime minorite juive hospitalisee 
par 1a France, mais 1 'al1~~nc~ ~~r~J.ite universelle. 11 .!.! 
Vfuen Deroulede and his comrades are arrested for plotting 
against the state, La Libre Parole, exploding LA TERREUR JUIVE 
in capital headlines, _attributes the stupendous deed to the 
l August 6, 1899. 
ll August 1, 1899. 
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infamy of Waldec};: and his accomplices! 11 Les bandits qui sont 
au pouvoir se sentent perdus et essaient, pour sauver leur 
ex~crable client Dreyfus, de detourner l'attention du proces 
de Hennes en imaginant un nouveau complot qui leur permettrait 
de se 1;oser en sauveurs de la Republique. n J. 
Poor Deroulede! He was arrested for wishing to replace 
a Prussian Republic by a national Republic! Was ever a noble 
patriot so misunderstood? "Si les Allemands avaient eu un 
poete-soldat comme D~roulede, ils l'auraient magnifie, idealise, 
grandi afin de grandir leur id~al de patriotisme. La France, 
ou-plutat le sanhedrin qui nous gouverne, recrute et embauche 
partout des coquins afin de diminuer cette martiale et sym-
pa thique figure." .!..!. 
On September 3rd, headlines announced a letter from 
Francois Copp~e, poet and member of the Academy, suggesting 
,J 
that La Libre Parole open a public subscription in behalf' of 
I 
the families of those arrested "pour le pretendu complot. 11 
Accepting this suggestion, the paper published daily a list 
of contributors, declaring: 11A une heure ou les Juifs de tous 
les pays se liguent, se cotisent, amassent des fortunes pour 
payer les defenseurs du traitre, il n'est pas mauvais que nous 
donnions, nous aussi, l'eJS:ernple de la solidarite, disons mieux, 
de la fraternite." 
.!. August 13, 1899. 
l.!. August 31, 1899. 
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Turning from this calumnious sheet to a perusal of the 
issues of Le Figaro of the same period is like emerging from 
a dark, foul-smelling cavern into the wholesome atmosphere 
of pure daylight. With a sigh of happy relief, we read that 
in recognition of its obligations as a great organ, Le Figaro 
wishes to show its friends and adversaries 11 que son seul souci 
est la verite et qu'il ira toujours vers la lumiere, que cette 
lumiehe plaise ou deplaise. "~.!. 
Publishing a number of unedited letters written by 
Dreyfus to the presidents of the Chamber and of the Senate, 
which the Meline ministry had not permitted to reach their 
destination, Le Figaro, without c01runent, lets the persistent 
declarations of innocence and suffering make their own appeal 
"a ceux qui croiraient encore ala stupide legende des aveux •.• 
a ceux chez qui la passion n'a pas etouffe tous les sentiments 
humains, et qui demeurent capables de juger cette lugubre et 
navrante affaire, non seulement avec leur raison, n~is avec 
leur coeur. "l 
The paper of August lOth contains a very pertinent story 
connected with the publication of the faceE1ile of the bordereau 
in the Matin of November 10, 1896. Since the bordereau had never 
reached the German military attache for ·whom it was intended, 
Colonel Schwartzkoj)pen did not knovr that Dreyfus had been condemned 
ll August 5, 1899. 
l August 1, 1899. 
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as its author. but w'aen the Ma tin published the facsimile, 
he recognized Esterhazy's writing and realized that Dreyfus 
had been condemned for the crime of another. A few days later, 
Esterhazy crone to see the Prussian vfuo exclaimed: 11 --C'est 
vous l'auteur du bordereau! 
--Oui, r~pondit Esterhazy. 
--Eh bien! s'ecria le colonel de Schwartzkoppen, vous 
etes la plus grande canaille qui ait jamais existe. 
Et il chassa Nsterhazy. 11 
Of course, it was not to be expected that a busy Court-
Martial would, in the bustle of its :proceedings, stop to con-
sider such a story! Nor has it time to bother with the announce-
ments of numerous forgeries which the Dreyfusard press publishes 
from time to time! 
As a contributor to Le Figaro, the journalist Alfred 
Capus wrote a series of amusing little sketches in parody of 
the Dreyfus trial. The following selections are especially 
interesting and fraught with meaning: 
MILLE FOIS 
Le Nationaliste. -- Deroulede vient de trouver la formule, 
la vraie formule, celle que j 'attendais depuis longtemps; Il 
faudrait que Dreyfus fut mille fois innocent pour etre acquitte! 
Le Revisionniste. --1lille fois! 
Le National! ste. -- Oui, monsieur. Et croyez bien que 
Deroulede n'a pas dit ce chiffre au hasard. Il a fait les 
calculs les plus serieux et ce n'est qu'apres avoir mUrernent 
reflechi qu'il s'est arrete au chiffre de mille. 
Le Revisionniste. -- C'est un joli chiffre et il est cer-
tain qu'un homme qui serait innocent mille fois devrait avoir 
bien des chances d'etre acquitt~, dans un pays civilise. 
Le Nationaliste. ~- Je vois que nous sommes du marne avis. 
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Le Revisionniste. -- Et si par hasard Dreyfus·n'~tait 
innocent que neuf cent quatre-vingt-dix-neuf fois, je suppose, 
est-ce que, faute d'une petite fois ..•• ? 
I,.e lfati onalis te. -- Je le condarnnerai s impi toyablement! 
Sans remission! Il nous faut mille preuves, vous entendez! 
Pas une de moins! Et j e suis bien tranquille. Dreyfus aura 
peut-gtre cinq cents preuves de son innocence, ca, je ne dis 
pas; j 'accorde meme qu'il en puisse montrer six cents, mais 
mille, jel'en d6fie! 
Le Revi~sionniste. -- Ce sera dur, en effet, d'autant plus 
que vous ne vous contenterez probablernent lJaS de preuves or-
dinaires ..... 
Le Nationaliste. -- Certes non! Nous exigeons de vraies 
:preuves, des preuves decisives, irrefutables! Et mille! 
Le Revisionniste. -- ~u'entendez-vous par une preuve ir-
refutable de l'innocence de quelqu'un? 
Le lia.tionaliste. -- Tenez! qu'il me soit demontre qu'en 
1894, au moment ou a eclate l'affaire Dreyfus, Dreyfus avait 
quitte la France depuis dix ans! Je dirai: Voila une preuve 
d'innocence; il n'en manque plus que neuf cent quatre-vingt-
dix-neuf! 
Le Revisionniste. -- Ou encore qu'il vous soit d~montre 
que Dreyfus n 1est pas un juif? ••••• 
Le Nationaliste. -- Ce serait une seconde preuve. Il n'en 
manquerait plus que neuf cent quatre-vingt-dix-huit. Ah! par 
exemple, lorsque vous m'auriez apporte ces neuf cent quatre-
vingt-dix-huit-la et que je les aurais controlees, je m'in-
clinerais; oui, monsieur, je m'inclinerais! 
Le Revisionniste. -- Et vous acquitteriez? 
Le Nationaliste. -- (Reflechissant.) -- J'acquitterais, 
pour en finir. Mais, a part moi, je conserverais encore un 
doute! ..• 
(August 2, 1899) 
LES PRt~UVES 
Le Temoin. -- Voici, a l'appui demon dire, une piece 
signee Dupont, Elle ne laisse aucun doute. 
M. Dupont, arrivant, -- Pardon, pourrais-je voir cette 
piece? 
Le Temoin. -- Certainement. 
M. Dupont, jetant un coup d'oeil. -- C'est un faux. Cette 
ecriture n'est pas la mienne. \ 
Le Temoin, sans attacher aucune importance a ces paroles. 
Je re:pete: Voici une piece qui ne laisse aucun doute. 
:M. Dupont. -- Mais puisqu'elle est fausse! 
Le Temoin. -- Du 1noment que vous di tes qu 'elle est 
fausse, c'est qu'elle est vraie. 
M. Dupont. -- Je connais bien mon ecriture. 
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Le Temoin. -- ~e la connais mieux que vous et je 
affirme que cette ecriture est la votre. 
11. Dupont. -- Mai s vous n' avez quI a comparer .•. 
Le Temoin. -- ~e n'ai 4ue faire de comparaisons! 
ld. Dupont -- Voici demon ecriture veritable. 
Le Temoin. Q.u'est-ce qui me :_prouve qu'elle est 
veritable? 
vous 
M. Dupont. 
a des amis. 
Voici encore des lettres adressees par moi 
Le Temoin. 
J\.1. .Dupont. 
Le Ternoin. 
M. Dupont. 
par moi. 
Le Temoin. 
NI. Dupont. 
celle-la. 
J?euh! 
A des fournisseurs •.• 
Poussiere! 
Voici des billets a ordre rediges et signes 
Je n'en sais rien. 
Je n'ai jamais eu d'autre ecriture que 
Le Temoin. ya m'est egal, je suis certain de l'authen-
ticite de ma piece qui m'a ete affirmee par une personne hon-
orable. 
lL Dupont. -- Mais alors, toutes ces lettres que j 'ai 
ecrites jusqu'a present, toutes mes quittances de layer, taus 
mes billets a ordre? 
Le Temoin. -- Ce sont des faux. Vous n'avez jamais fait 
que des faux et vous n'avez ecrit dans votre vie qu'une seule 
piece authentique, c'est celle que j 'ai en ma possession •.• 
(August 20, 1899.) 
' LA MAIT DE ,L'_ETRANGER 
Le Frangais. -- Vous avez entendu dire que Dreyfus ~tait 
coupabl~? / 
L'Etranger. -- ~e l'ai entendu dire dans un cafe. 
Le Francais. -- C'est decisif. (Il lui serre la main.) 
Vous allez venir avec moi tout de suite. 
/ ' ? L'etranger. -- Ou cela. 
Le Frangais. -- A rennes, ou je me charge de vous faire 
entendre devant le Conseil. Votre temoignage est de la derni~re 
importance. 
L'etranger. -- Heu! crovez-vous? •••• ~e suis etranger ... 
Le Frangais. -- Un etranger est un homme. Il y a meme 
des etrangers qui sont des gens d'honneur .•• 
L'etranger. -- Vous etes bien bon. 
Le Francais. -- Et vous etes un de ceux-la. Dites-moi 
done, c'est tout ce que vous avez entendu dans ce cafe? 
L'etranger. -- Pardon. A la table Voisine de celle ou on 
disait que Dreyfus est coupable ... 
Le Francais. -- lilille fois coupable • 
..:> 
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L'etranger. -- Il y avait une autre table ou on disait 
qu 'il est innocent. 
Le Frangais. -- J'esp~re que vous n'en soufflerez pas mot? 
L'etranger. -- J'estime que ce serait manquer a man oevoir 
de temoin. Je dirai tout ce que je sais. 
Le Frangais. -- Jamais de la vie, par exemplel~ •• 
L'etranger. -- Permettez .•. 
Le Frangais. -- Personne ne vous croira. 
L'etranger. -- W~is •••• 
Le Frangais. -- Vous n'avez pas le droit de vous meler 
de nos affai res. 
~etranger. -- Mais c'est vous-meme qui •••. 
Le Fran9ais. -- Vous etes trap interesse dans la question 
en votre qualite d'etranger. Nous ne voulons plus d'etrangers! 
Le temoignage d'un etranger ou rien, c'est absolument la meme 
chose .•• La France aux Francais! 
...> 
·(August 18, 1899. ) 
L' INEVITABLE 
Le Pr~sident. -- au cent soixante et quinzieme t~moin qui 
viendra affirmer la culpabilite de Dreyfus. Veuillez nous 
dire les raisons qui vous ont fait croire ala culpabilite du 
prevenu? 
Le T~moin. -~ Les raisons? Certainement, man colonel, 
j e vai s vous les dire. 
Le President. Je vous ecoute. 
Le Temoin. -- Je vais vous les dire toutes. 
Le President. -- Parlez. 
Le Temoin. -- Toutes sans exception. Il y en a des cen-
taines. 
Le President. -- Commencez par la premiere. 
Le Temoin. -- Oui, mon colonel, vous avez raison, je vais 
commencer par la premiere ••• Voila .•. Mais les autres sont 
peut-etre encore pus importantes. 
Le President. -- Le Conseil appreciera. 
Le Timoin. -- C'est en 1895, au mois de ••• n'importe, le 
mois n'y fait rien •.••• que j 'ai acquis la certitude de la cul-
pabilitte de Dreyfus et que les preuves en ant comrnence a affluer 
chez moi •••• Il m'en venait taus les jours ••• Je ne savais plus 
ou les mettre. J'ai ete oblige d'avoir une armoire expres pour 
cela. 
Le President. -- Veuillez preciser. 
Le Temoin. -- Il me faudrai t des semaines pour enumerer 
seulement toutes les preuves .•• Je vais dire les plus importantes ..• 
D'abord,. les aveux de Dreyfus a; .. Je demande pD.rdon au Co,lllnseil, 
j 'ai oublie le nom .•• 
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Le President. -- Est-ce Lebrun-Renaud? 
Le Temoin. -- Oui ••• les aveux de Lebrun-Renaud a Dreyfus .• 
Le capitaine Lebrun-Renaud a dit a Dreyfus: Si j 'ai livre des 
documents ••• 
Le President. -- C'est probablement le contraire que vous 
voulez dire. Mais passons. Voyons les autres preuves. 
Le Temoin. -- Le dossier secret •.. Je demontrerai au Con-
seil que Dreyfus seul etait capable d'ecrire le dossier secret. 
Le Pr~sident. -- Le bordereau? 
Le Temoin. -- Oui, le bordereau, ou ai-je la t&te? La 
discussion technique du bordereau,.;·; .la piece Schneider •.• On 
a dit que la piece Schneider etait d'Esterhazy, c'est nne 
erreur. Elle est de Dreyfus, je le jure. Je le tie~s d'une 
personne honorable. D'ailleurs, vous entendrez le boyaudier. 
Il n'y a qu'a interroger aussi la dame D ••. et une femme ital-
ienne dont je ne sais pas l'adresse, qui etait'·la maftresse 
d'un major. Dreyfus pouvait croire qu'il irait aux manoeuvres •• 
les stagiaires •• ~uant a Esterhazy, au aurait-il pris des ren-
seignements. sur les troupes de couverture? Je m'en refere a 
ma premiere deposition .•• Et puis, il y ales aveux ••• le piqueur 
Germain ..• (Il s'essuie le front, couvert de sueur.) 
Le President, froncant les aourcils pour la premiere fois 
Vous pouvez vous retirer. 
(August 24, 1899.) 
Brilliant articles against the anti-Semites and in favor 
of that "soul of crystal" Scheurer-Kestner were written ·in Le 
Figaro by Zola, whose spirited letters make a splendid contribu-
tion to the literature of the case. To the Youth of France, he 
viTote a letter vehemently decrying their attitude toward the 
aged Scheurer. "VIhi ther are you going, young men? 11 he demands. 
"Do you go to protest some abuse of au thor i ty? ....• Do you go to 
redress some socialwrone? ..••• Do you go to insist upon tolerance'? 
upon the independence of the human reason?" 
"'No, no! We go to hoot a man, an old man, who after a 
long life of labor and of loyalty, imagined that he might give 
his support with impunity to a generous cause, that he might seek 
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to let light in upon the darkness and to repair a judicial 
error for the honor of ]'ranee J'' 
But oh, continues Zola, surely a more praiseworthy 
attitude could be expected£rom the young men of France, from 
those who were to be the vrorkers of the future 1 who were to 
establish the character of the 20th century! They were born 
under no yoke of tyranny! Their fathers had fought hard and 
bitterly to rid them of an unjust dictator and judge. lmd so, 
born under freedom, what right had they to join the ranks of 
those vrho sponsored fanatical intolerance and sought to pre-
vent justice from being meted out to an innocent victim? And 
then, the vrriter makes this eloquently impetuous plea: 
"Young men, young men! Side always with justice .• l3e 
humane, be generous ••• How is it that while one single martyr 
exists •••• sinking lbeneath the burden of unmerited hate, the 
spirit of chivalry does not prompt you ...• to achieve his de-
liverance? •.•. .tul! does it not cover you with shame that it is 
not you, but the old men, the men of a past generation, who 
full of the enthusiasm which should be yours, are performing 
your work to -day? 11 Again Zola asks, 11 \'/hi ther are you going, 
young men?" And the answer: 11 We go to combat for Humanity, 
for Justice, and for Truth!" 
In a second letter, no less eloquent than the first, ad-
dressed to France, Zola calls the attention of his beloved 
country to the dangers lurking in the sombre obstinacy of public "1--""'-~ 
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fed by a reptile press. He also calls attention to the fact 
thn.t in glorifying the army as the French people of the day 
were doing and making it incapable of error, France was 
glorifying not the army, but the Svvord, the Sword that would 
lead it straight to a military dictatorship! And finally, 
Zola calls attention to the evils of anti-Semitism, spread oy 
the clerical reactionaries who were producing another hideous 
ulcer on the good name of France like that of the Panwna 
scandal. Awake France, pleads Zola with the deep emotion of a 
man moved almost to tears, Remember your glory and return to 
your true self! 
Zola's letters called forth responses from a nwnber of 
students. One of them, Leopold Aujar of the "Cours d'.Enseigne-
ment Colonial" entreats Zola not to include all youth in his 
at tack. Do not think, he writes, that we all join those that 
insult an old man who thinks only of saving the honor of our 
country and whose long life of labor and of loyalty should 
inspire the most profound respect. Those who do so are "des 
f I 
enfants mal eleves, d'excusables impulsifs" who permit them-
selves to oe led by provocative agents like Rochefort, a man 
v1ho dares to make the mast scandalous s ta temen ts without proof, 
contenting himself with signing Henri Rochefort; et 9a suffit! 
"Oui Zola," he concludes, "oui vous taus, nous sommes avec vous, 
meme si VOUB VOUS tron1pez! .... Nous Voulons -- ente11dez-VOUS --
' nous voulons savoir si vraiment il y a, pardela les mers, un 
innocent qui subit une peine epouvantable •••. 11 
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A more indifferent attitude is manifested by an individ-
ual na.med Jean Carrere in his Reponse ~ Zola, a brilliantly 
stupid piece of work which begins by praising Zola for his 
heroic stand "seul contre taus" but then goes on to say: A 
judicial error? Is that something so terribly important that 
it must rouse all France and throw it into a state of awful 
disorder? Ah! he exclaims, "c'est done la tout ce qu'on a 
trouve pour agiter la France: une injustice?" Is that then 
the only injustice in the world? Look about you! Nature is 
full of injustices. Here is a flood. The innocent young cabin-
boy is drowned; but the old sailor burdened vri th years tha.t are 
of no use to him is saved. Here is a traJ..n-1vreck. The fair 
young ladies hastening to a happy festival are killed, whereas 
confirmed old sinners fleeing from hwnan society are ~reserved. 
Yes indeed, the world contains ma.."ly an injustice. Yfhy magnify 
one of them out of al.l :proportion? We have our ovm daily tasks 
to accom_plish, and we must smile, enjoying the birds and flowers 
and sunshine while we may, for such is the law which "la cruelle 
et clemente nature nous impose . . . . de marcher sans cesse dans 
notre route, sans nous attarder aux desastres qu'elle repa.nd." 
Reading this, we must needs marvel at the :provoking im-
becility of the vrriter who, with tranquil citations of the pe-
culiar injustices inflicted by nature and inc~pable of rectifica-
tion even by the pov;er that caused them, seeks to justify the 
neglect of an injustice created by human beings and capable of 
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being remedied by human beings! We cannot help feeling that 
if this man were substituted in :place of Dreyfus, he would be 
the very first to set up a howl of anguish, invoking the aid 
of all the gods to :punish so monstrous an injustice! But no; 
this Monsieur, undoubtedly, would exhibit "the stuff of w1lich 
martyrs are made"! Cheerfully accepting his fated lot, he 
would bid the peo1Jle of the world to leave him alone and to 
enjoy, while they could, the sunshine, the wee birdies, and 
the sweet blossoms of life. 
To support his views (or perhaps, to display his 
erudition), Jean Carrere must needs quote Goethe as having 
said: 11 A.l'J. injustice is far better than disorder." l'fow in 
the first place, we must doubt very much whether a man like 
Goethe could earnestly make such a statement. If the line 
does occur somewhere in his v1orl<::s, it is probably in the 
mouth of a character vri th v1hose disposition it is entirely 
fitting. Of course, Jean Carrere would be imbecile enough 
to misconstrue Goethe anyway! In the second place, Jean 
Carr~re, with gross stupidity, is defending an illogical 
assumption. An injusticei he asserts, is far better than 
disorder. Yes, but if there were no injustice to begin 
with, there would be no disorder! Remove the injustice and 
the disorder will~nish! 
Then Carrere goes on to mention the fact that Zola 
himself had proclaimed the youth of France as the workers 
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of the future. Q,ui te so! The young men are to ~Tork for the 
future! Therefore, why call upon them to bother with a 
trivial detail of the present"? What utter blockheadedness! 
~uibbling like a college debater on the wrong side of a 
question, this writer evidently fails to realize the nature 
of time and of existence which maJ::es it impossible for us 
to live only for the future. We must necessarily live 
always in the present, for the future never comes! If 
Zola had called youth the workers of the future, he cer-
tainly meant them to bother with the present and to build 
with it a just and sound foundation for that other present 
to be, namely the future. Of course, Monsieur Carr~re 
needs no such foundation for his ovm airy and fantastic 
future! 
But why dwell longer on the idiotic ravings of an 
idiotic writer? Let us turn to more rational authors. 
The daily notations which comprise the works of 
Georges Clemenceau on the Dreyfus affair reveal an inter-
esting attitude, marking, as they do, the evolution of 
the writer's judgment from injustice to reparation and the 
indelJendent pursuit of truth. Since his articles were 
written in the sincerity of the hour, Clemenceau changed 
nothing in their complete edition, not even a hasty judg-
ment or an erroneous appreciation. Instead, he permits 
the reader to trace the gradual change in his views, a 
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change characteristic of many men throughout France. Clemen-
ceau himself arunits that he does not have the merit of having 
ascertained from the first the great iniquity. He believed in 
the culpability of Dreyfus and said so in cruel terms. It 
seemed to him impossible th2.t such a sentence could have been 
pronounced lightly by military officials against one of their 
fellows. The idea of brutal treason being repugnant to him, 
he supposed some grave imprudence. He found the chastise-
ment terrible but excused it "sur le culte de la patrie." 
On the founding of the Aurore by Vaughan, Clemenceau opposed 
the collaboration of Bernard Lazare, stipulating that the 
latter's valiant campaign for the rehabilitation of Dreyfus 
should not be continued in the paper. 
Shortly after the first issue of the Aurore, October 
19, 18'27, Clemenceau encountered the political writer Ranc. 
In the course of a conversation on the new journal and its 
editors, Ranc pronounced the name of Bernard Lazare. 
".Ah 11 said Clemenceau "we all admire his talent, but J J 
we have asked him to leave us e.lone vri th his Dreyfus affair." 
"What!" exclaimed Ranc, "Don't you lmow that Dreyfus 
is innocent?" 
"lthat are you telling me?" 
11 The truth. Scheurer-Kestner has proofs. Go see him. 
He will shovT them to you. 11 
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Two days later, Clemenceau saw Scheurer who had him 
compare the facsimile of the bordereau with Esterhazy's 
writing. After several visits, finding himself convinced 
not of the innocence of Dreyfus (it remained for the Zola 
trial to open his eyes in that respect) but of the 
irregularity of the judgment, Clemenceau urged his friend 
to inaugurate a campaign for revision. Hut Scheurer needed 
no urging. The duty of conscience had already formed his 
resolution. "Je me briserai les reins, s'il le faut," de 
\ 
declared. · 11 A mon age, c 'est terrible. Ua.i s j e ne reculerai 
pas." History proves that he kept his word. 
Learning of the secret dossier on which rested the 
condemnation of Dreyfus, Clemenceau, opposed to the 11huis clos", 
protests against 11 demi-v~rite's." He no longer says that Drey-
fus is guilty. He frankly does not know. Eut his constant 
plea is "Luraiere l"· 
Then when t:O.e Esterhazy affair comes up, he protests 
against the slovmess of action. Again, he does not claim 
the innocence of Dreyfus. He thinl~s that perhaps there are 
two traitors. 
It has always seemed to me, he asserts, that Dreyfus 
could be guilty without thereby malcing t3terhazy "sans 
reproches. 11 But he does characterize Bc;rtillon's graphical 
systeJn as a farce. And later, when Esterhazy declares that 
Dreyfus copied his writing, Clemenceau demands: If Dreyfus 
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really did so in order to throw his crime on Esterhazy, how 
did it happen that he did not even pronounce Esterhazy's 
name before the Court-Martial? 
In his search for truth and justice, Clemenceau 
appeals everywhere. To the military judge he says: 
11You have condemned a man against the law." 
11 0ur justice is not yours, 11 returns ,the judge. 
"But there are accumulated proofs of innocence 
favoring him v1hom you have judged! 11 
"I have proofs of guilt. I cannot reveal them, 
however • To do so would involve the ruin of :E'rance." 
Clemenceau turns to the press: "Defend me! I 
demand nothing but justice for everyone." And the press 
answers: 11 We must respect the 1parti pris 1 of the 
readers! 11 
Clemence au accuses the ministers. "Q,u' importe, 11 
they make answer, 11 si no us demeurons au 1)Quvoir?" 
Clemenceau calls upon Parliament, but Parliament 
declares: "The elections are corning. We need our votes! 11 
As for the candidates, one of tL.em said: 11 Innocent or 
guilty, this man must be punisi1ed!" And forthwith he 
was elected. 
Clemenceau resorts to the people. They are 
indifferent. We are the great "souffre-douleur 11 , they 
say. "Il n'y a pas de justice pour nous. Il ne nous 
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int~resse pas qu'il yen ait pour les autres. 11 And the peasant 
demands: "Votre Dreyfus fera-t-il augmenter le prix du bl~'? 11 
Thus Clemenceau continues to vYri te. Day by day, he 
nears the conviction that Dreyfus is purely innocent, and 
increases his efforts to make truth pre:vail. And always, 
he protests against the anti-Semitic excesses. Christianity, 
he maintains, is nothing but a Jewish sect spread among 
Gentiles. 11Dieu choisit pour s'incarner le sein d'une femme 
juive. 1\ Les apotres sent juifs. Je ne voix, aux niches de nos 
~glises, que des juifs qu'on adore a genoux. Ce doit ~tre men 
clericaliame inconscient qui m'empeche de crier: Mort aux 
juifs! J'aurais peur d'offenser saint Joseph, saint Pierre, 
saint Mathieu, et tant d'autres, sans parler de la vierge Marie 
elle-meme et son fils qui est Dieu. Les premieres places, au 
paradis Chretien sont occupees par des juifs. On se croirait 
sur la terre." 
Another opponent of anti-Semitism was naturally Bernard 
Lazare who affirmed: "Si le capitaine Dreyfus eut ete coupable, 
je n'aurai certes pas permis sans protester qu 1 on rendit rcs-
ponsable de sa faute une race a laquelle je suis fier d'ap-
partenir." But Lazare was far from believing in the gui 1 t of 
Dreyfus, and his pamphlets are courageous indications of the 
fact. Taking care to disprove every one of the "moral proofs" 
quoted in the Accusation Act, 11Un des plus monstrueux monuments 
de la sottise, de la bassesse, et de l'infenie des hormnes", 
sweeping aside the accumulated pseudo-documents of the secret 
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dossier as a mass of forgeries fabricated for the needs of 
the moment, Lazare declares that there does not exist, that 
there never has existed any "proof" against Dreyfus except 
the bordereau. Making a detailed study· of this memorandum, he 
demonstrates line by line, that it cannot proceed from Dreyfus. 
As for talk of confessions and accomplices, all that is false. 
There can be none since there has been no treason to begin 
with! Finally, no motive has been found for the so -called 
I 
crime of Dreyfus. "Etait-il besogneux? Non, il etait riche. 
Avait-il des passions et des vices a satisfaire? Aucun. 
I 
Etait-il avare? Non, il vivait largement et n'a pas augmente 
sa fortune. Est-ce un malade, un impulsif susceptible d'agir 
sans raison? / I A Non c'est un calme, un pondere, un etre de courage 
et d'energie. ~uels puissants motifs cet heureux avait-il pour 
risquer tout ce bonheur?".L 
Bernard Lazare was not the only one who wrote in pamphlet 
form. There were countless others, among vn~om we may mention 
Dulucq who insisted that the whole affair was due to the clerical 
reactionaries in the army and in the covermnent vmo, seeing the 
IJOVler of money fast replacing that of faith because it could take 
better care of the concrete realities of life, decided to dedi-
cate the Jews to popular hatred, causing them to be driven from 
the countr,y in order to make possible the plundering of their 
riches. Then, possessing at once the moral and material forces 
of the countr,y, these governing clericals could plan to become 
J La Verite sur l'Affaire Dreyfus, page 82. 
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the absolute masters of the land as were their ancestors of old. 
Accordingly they dared pronounce a judgment that denied the 
most elementary principles of the French Revolution and of the 
Republic. 
To an unbiased mind, this attitude of anti-clericalism 
seems as extreme as that of anti-Semitism. Really, there is 
something almost comic in the situation: clericals versus anti-
clericals versus anti-Semites, with each side asserting that 
the others were seeking to gain control, not merely financially 
but universally, and all sides using the Dreyfus affair as a 
timely and convenient means of propaganda. 
In view of this anti-clericalism, it is interesting to 
find a pamphlet favoring revision, yet ·written by one v1ho pro-
claims himself "catholique convaincu et professant hautemcnt ma 
foi.".l Writing under the pseudonym .Justin Vanex, Fernand 
Giraudeau addresses his article to those reading the anti-
Dreyfusard journals in order to correct their erroneous im-
pressions. He would prefer publishing his views in a newspaper, 
where they would find more readers. But he can find none that 
wholly satisfy him. Like the Dreyfusard press, he is strongly 
opposed to anti-Semitism; but the revisionist papers do not 
appeal to him because they are directed by free-thinkers attached 
to the Republic, which he himself hardly favors, calling it a 
"regime aux pompeuses formules". Furthermore, these revisionists 
~ Coupable ~Non? Page 2. 
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dread militarism, a word which does not frighten Giraudeau 
so much, for he says: "Un gouvernement affranchi du servage 
parlementaire, soutenu par la force morale du clerge, par la 
force mate'rielle de l'arm~e, s211s subir toutef'ois leur domina-
tion, ne me d~plairai t pas au trement. ".!. After this explanation 
of an attitude that is, perhaps, not entirely without justifica-
tion, the v~iter proceeds to present the Dreyfus case very 
clearly, very precisely, and with a sarcastic flavor that is 
quite delightful. 
One of the most fascinating and brilliant pieces of 
work in all the polemical writings of the case is Jean Jaures' 
Les ~reuves, written originally in the press campaign as a 
series of article's for La Petite Re·oubligue. A journalist of 
great power, Jaures threw a great amount of energy into the 
11 affaire 11 , so much indeed that some of the Socialists complained 
that he was giving too much time to a problem that diverted him 
from the real issues of Socialism, namely opposition to capital-
ism and support of the workers. Jaures answered with an article 
making a splendid appeal to his Socialist comrades. When it 
becrune certain that Dreyfus was illegally convicted, he says, 
"Ce jour-1~, nous aurons le droit de nous dresser, nous 
socialistes, contre taus les dirigeants qui depuis des annees 
nous combattent au nom des principes de la Revolution francaise • 
..> 
~u'avez-vous fait, leur crierons-nous, de la declaration des 
.!. Coupable ou Non? Page 2. 
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Droits de l'Horrune et de la liberte individuelle? Vous en avez 
fait m~pris; vous avez livre tout cela a l'insolence du pouvoir 
militaire. A ~ / Vous etes les renegats de la Revolution bourgeoise." 
11
.Aha! 11 is the sophistic observation of La Libre Parole. 
"Here are Socialists, revolutionaries, troubled about legality! 11 
' / / But, returns Jaures, 11 11 y a deux parts dans la legalite 
capitaliste et bourgeoise. Il y a tout un ensemble de lois 
destin6es ~ prot~ger l'iniquite fondamentale de notre societ{; 
il y a des lois qui consacrent le privilege de la propriete 
capitaliste, l'exploitation du salarie par le possedant. Ces 
lois, nous voulons les rompre, et n~me par la Revolution, s'il 
le f'aut, abolir la legali te capi taliste :pour faire surgir un 
ordre nouveau. ' A / ' liais a cote de ces lois de _privilege et de 
rapine, faites par une classe et pour elle, il en est d'autres 
qui rtfsument les pauvres progres de l'humanite, les modestes 
garanties qu'elle a peu a peu conquises par le long effort des 
siecles et la longue suite des Re'volutions. 11 
Wishing to abolish the capitalist part of the legality of 
today, continues Jaur~s, and seeking to save the human part, we 
revolutionary Socialists are quite unlike the Nationalists who 
·want to keep all that pc:>.rt of the bourgeois legality ·which 
protects capital and surrender to the generals all that which 
protects man. Now an essential law of human legality is the one 
Vlhich does not allow any person to be condemned without debating 
the charge with him. This law has been violated in the case of 
Dreyfus, and by excess of misfortune, he is freed from all class 
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distinction, He is no lon.C';er an officer nor a bourgeois, 
He is nu•.lf hurnani ty itself in misery, "Si on 1 'a condamne' con tre 
touteloi, OU l 'a condalll!H~ a faux, quelle derision de le compter 
encore parmi les privilegies! Non! il n'est plus de cette 
arm~e qui, par une erreur oriminelle, 1 1 a d~grad~. Il n'est 
plus de ces classes dirigeantes qui par poltronnerie d'arllbition 
hesitent ~ retablir pour lui la legalit~ et la verite. Il est 
seulement un exemplaire de l'humaine souffrance en ce qu'elle 
a de plus poignant. Il est le t~moin vivant du mensonge 
militaire, de la l~chete politique, des crimes de l'autorite." 
Furthermore, by the fault of society which persists in 
using violence, deceit, and crime against him, Dreyfus himself 
becomes a protestation against the social order and an element 
of revolution. To those who insist that Socialists devote 
themselves only to problems concerning the working class, .Jaures 
makes c-,nswer the~t it is the people who are most menaced by mili-
tary repression and the arbitrariness of glorified generals. It 
is then necessary to punish and discourage the illegalities and 
violence of the Councils of War before they become a habit. 
Thus does .Jaures justify his interference in the Dreyfus 
affair. As a Socialist, he is serving humanity in a double sense. 
Protesting against illegality, he is also indirectly serving' the 
working class .. 
Tearing dovm at every step the meshes of falsehood and 
bigotry, .Jaures proceeds -..·1ith patient care and restrained 
passion through the tortuous maze of mysterious perplexities 
which the foes of Dreyfus have made of the case. Stating that 
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there are against Dreyfus three kinds of proofs, the bordereau, 
the secret dossier, and the so-called confession, he under-
takes to disprove them all. Although -vve are by now familiar 
with the chief details of the truth, it ·would not be amiss here 
to cite a few of Jaures' interesting and original arguments. 
Like Bernard Laza.re, Jaures painstakingly proves that 
the very wording of the borderee.u makes it inapplicable to 
Dreyfus both as an artillery-captain and as an officer of the 
General Staff. And according to leading savants and honorable 
experts, the bordereau is evidently the work of Esterhazy, whose 
story to the contrary is nothing but a nonsensical hypothesis. 
He declares that his writing has been traced. If so, that state-
ment annihilates the testimony of the experts of 1894 who saw in 
the bordereau the writing of Dreyfus. But if tracing has been 
done, why attribute the. deed to Dreyfus and not to some one else? 
If Dreyfus had undertaken to trace another man's ':rri ting, would 
he not have chosen a writing that least resembled his own? J3ut 
how did Dreyfus obtc:.in specimens of Esterhazy's VTriting'? Oh, 
says Esterhazy, he V!rote to me under an assumed name asking for 
information which I sent him. Well then, demands Jaures, if 
Dreyfus traced the vrriting in order to incriminate Esterhazy, 
why did he suffer hb1self to be condenmed to brutal punishment 
without once saying to the judges: 11You are wrong to suspect 
me. That is Esterhazy's writing!" Why, says Esterhazy, he 
didn't knov1 my name! Ah! novY the liar is caught in his ovm 
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trap. Hov1 could Dreyfus address a letter to a person whose 
name he did not know? One might as vrell declare that Ester-
hazy traced the writing of Dreyfus! 
The fact that the bordereau can no longer be reasonably 
attributed to Dreyfus is the reason for the secret dossier. It 
is significant to note th2.t Cavaignac in his speech of J"uly 7th 
neglected to mention the bordereau in his list of proofs. How 
strange is the constant accumulation of these secret proofs 
when back in 1894, the Accusation Act cited the bordereau as 
the sole material evidence of guilt! 
Now, most of the documents in the dossier, whether forged 
or irrelevant, contain the letter D. Why should that mean 
Dreyfus? Rather the contrary! In the authentic docwnents, the 
initial undoubtedly refers to a person v1hose name does not begin 
with D at all., for those who employ the services of spies tc:'.ke 
good care not to mark their agents. Hate that Schwarzkoppen 
himself in the petit bleu signs not S but C! 
But it is said that Dreyfus confessed to Lebrun-Renaud on 
the day of his degradation! That is utterly false, for before, 
during, and after the ceremony, Dreyfus constantly asserted his 
innocence, swearing it even on the heads of his wife and chil-
dren! Only a man ·whose conscience vras free from the weight of 
confession could have possessed ~he courageous energy to maintain 
hi1nself so stoutly before the furious insults of the mob. And 
that very night in the keenest ansuish of 1nind did he address a 
letter from the prison to the :LU.nister of V/ar, ac;ain pleading his 
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innocence. How dared he do so if he knew that his confession 
would soon be made :public? Furthermore, if a confession vrere 
judged important, v1hy did the Vlar Office wait three vears be-
fore demanding an official report from Lebrun-Renaud? 
No, Dreyfus never confessed. How then did the legem arise? 
Jaures explains that only a few days before the degrada-
tion, Commandant du Paty de Clam, visiting Dreyfus in :prison 
in order to e.Y..hort a confession, spoke to him as follows: 
''A t A ' • I • t II_,_ e1 I vouez done. pres tout 11 ne s ag1t peu -e~re pas "une 
veritable trahison: 1\ peut-etre n'avez-vous pas l'intention de 
nuire; peut-£tre avez-vous simplement pratique des operations 
d'amorcage. Le ministre lui-mgme est tout dispose a prendre 
' .._) 
la chose ai:nsi; il est porte a croire qu'au fond, vous ~tes 
innocent; il croit que si vous avez livr~ des documents, c'est 
pour en obtenir d'autres plus importantes. Dites done la 
I . t I t 1\ " I • ver·1 e, car on es pret a 1 accue1llir et ainsi vous sauverez 
du mains votre honneur." 
Of course Dreyfus refused to accept this despicable sug-
gestion. v~ha t he said to Lebrun-Renaud was probably: "Le hlin-
istre lui-mgme sait que je suis innocent. Il me l'a fait dire 
par M. du Paty; il croit que si j 'ai livre des documents, c'est 
pour en obtenir d'autres. Mais je n'ai comrnis ni trahison ni 
amorcages: je suis pleinement innocent. 11 And Lebrun, not care-
..:> . 
fully attending these words, later turned them into: "Le min-
istre sait bien que, si je livrais des documents, ils etaient 
sans valeur, et que c '~tai t :pour m' en nrocurer de plus im1!or tan ts · 11 
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Thus does Jaur~s, with ad1nirable skill unmask all sub-
terfuges, one after another, creating a strong syste~ of 
proofs in favor of Dreyfus. 
It is impossible to give here a detailed account of all 
the polemical writings of the case. It must suffice to show 
merely the general trend of the reasoning on both sides. Having 
so far observed the stand of the leading Dreyfusards, let us now 
turn, for a moment, to the opposite point of view as illustrated 
in the attitude of llfaurice Barr~s, ardent nationalist and 
worshipper of the Army. 
He believes Dreyfus guilty because the highest militar,y 
officials vn1o uphold the honor of the nation have said so. But 
Dreyfus himself as a traitor, the individual, the Jev1, the man 
of a race apart, does not greatly interest this true nationalist 
who can feel. fraternal sympathy only for his ovm kind. At the 
degradation, he declared: 11 Sa figure de race etrangere, sa 
raideur im11assible, toute son atmosphere r~vol tent le s11ectateur 
le plus maitre de soi. Quand j 'ai vu EL1ile Henry pieds lies, 
nmins liees, qu'on trainait a la guillotine,. je n'eus dans mon 
coeur que la plus sincere fraternite' pour un malheureux de rna 
,/ 
race. :Ma.is qu'ai-je a faire avec le nomme Dreyfus? 11 .1 
To be sure, during the Hennes process, Barres did experience 
a feeling of near pity for the haggard victim, even going so far 
. 
as to declare that if he thought Dreyfus really innocent, he would 
~ Scenes et Doctrines d~ Nationalisme, page 135. 
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have wi thdravm from the campa~gn against him. He would not, 
hov1ever, have gone to the other side, for "il n'est pas beau 
d'ihre le combattant qui passe d'une armee dans l'autre; IJeut-
etre me serais-je borne d. me taire, apr~s deux mots d'explica-
tion; jamais, je n'aurais ~Ld~ d sceller sur un innocent la 
pierre d'infamie." :But throughout the long sessions of the 
Court-Hartial, Barres could see "la figure de Dreyfus suer la 
trahison.".!. 
As for those vn1o say that Dreyfus is not a traitor --
"Soit! ils ont raison: Dreyfus n'arJ:partient pas a notre nation 
et des lors co~nent la trahirait-il? Les Juifs sont de la 
patrie ou ils trouvent leur plus grand inter;t. Et par la on 
/\ peut dire qu'un Juif n'est jamais un traitre." ~.!. Truly, Barres 
and Drumont make an excellent pair. 
Now if Dreyfus the individual traitor does not concern 
Barres to any great extent, it is Dreyfus the "symbol" seizecl 
upon by different factions to destroy the unity of France that 
arouses the full fury of his passionate ire. Dreyfus' worst 
crime is not the surrender of documents; it is having served 
for so many years as ~ means of shattering the army and the 
nation. The Dreyfus affair is thus no longer a question of one 
man, but of all France. / "Ah! les arnis de Dreyfus, quelle pre-
somption de sa culpabilite! ~uelle humiliation pour son in-
nocence! Ils injurient tout ce qui nous est cher, notamment 
.!. Sc~nes et Doctrines du Nationalisme, paees 208-209 . 
.!..!. Idem., page 153. 
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la patrie, l'arm~e ... Leur complot divise et d~sarme la France, 
et ils s'en r~jouissent. " Q.uand meme leur client serait un in-
nocen t, il s demeurerai ent des c riminels." l 
Furthermore, combining to make France "di ssociee et dece-
rebree", the great majority of Dreyfusards are determined by 
motives which have nothing to do with the hypothesis of in-
nocence. For some it is a question of combatting anti-Semitism, 
e.g. Joseph Reinach who is seeking to suppress anti-Semitic 
excitation by parading Dreyfus as the victim of perfidious 
fanatics! For others it is a question of abolishing military 
jurisdiction and destroying the army, e.g. Jean Jaures and his 
c·ohorts, as well as the society of tile 11Droi ts de 1 'hon11ne et du 
citoyen." Still others are too much preoccupied with doctrines 
of internationalism! And all of them have invented a Dreyfus 
case to serve their ovm ends! 
As for Zola, "Ve"ni ti en de'racine' 11 , he is no Frenchman 2.11d 
doesn't count. But Anatole France! How regrettable that such 
a poet can be such a Dreyfusard! Now Barres has a high regard 
for this writer. So he excuses him by saying: "Il est mains 
convaincu de l'innocence de Dreyfus que de la culpabilite 
I I generale. 
1\ 1\ Il n'acquitte le traitre de l'ile du Diable que pour 
condamner la societe. 11 l.t 
Turning hopefully to the 11Ligue des Patriotes" and the 
11 Ligue de la Patrie fran~aise", Barres rejoices that the 
.1. Scenes et Doctrines du Nationalisme, page 130. 
J.1 Idem., _page 51. 
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Dreyfusards cannot boast having ca_ptured all the "intellectuals" 
of the day, for the anti-Dreyfusard leagues are honored by such 
members as Coppee, Lema.i'tre, Brunetiere, in short no less than 
twenty-five members of the Jl'rench Academy! And Barres consoles 
himself with Deroulede's formula: "Il n' y a aucune probabi lite 
que Dreyfus soit innocent, mais il est absolument certain que 
la France est innoc en te. 11 ~ 
Poor misguided Barr~s! He does lack a sense of humor; 
else he himself would laugh at the amusing gravity of his 
prejudiced sincerity! 
So much for polemical ·writings. Turning to narratives, 
we find the Dreyfus affair utilized again by Zola in his long 
and pov1erful book La Verite !ill. J!Larche. In it a .Jewish school-
master named Simon is unjustly accused of a crime of murder com-
mitted by a Catholic Brother. Step by step, the Simon case 
develops like the Dreyfus case. 'The same political turmoil, the 
same clerical and anti-semi tic reactions, the sarne easy credulity 
of the masses, quick to swallow the scandalous lies of unscru-
pulous journals -- all the srune agitation and disorder is 
vigorously portrayed by a masterful pen. The writer is perhaps 
over-harsh in his excessively bitter denunciation of Roman 
Catholicism; but aside from that, the reader vnll never forget 
the impressively persistent appeal that runs through the book 
an a_ppeal for Humanity, for Justice, e.nd for Truth, the three 
~ Scenes Q.i Doctrines du Nationalisme; page 29. 
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sacred principles to which the life of the author vms dedi-
cated. 
Anatole France, too, finds splendid subject matter in 
the Dreyfus case. Like Zola he is tremendously stirred, but 
not with Zola's deadly seriousness. Instead, his weapons are 
brilliant satire and stinging irony. The satire is found 
abundantly in his Histoire Conternooraine where it is aimed 
particularly at the arrogant stupidity of the upper classes 
who maintained that the seven officials, the seven French of-
ficials, who had condemned Dreyfus could not, by any possibility, 
have been guilty of error. Were they not divine? Could 
divinity err? The mere thought was sacrilegious! Anatole France 
finds the "huis clos 11 a detestable institution. The ·whole 
"Affaire" is a moral disease that is corruptinG society; e.nd he 
submits it to international conscience. Throughout, we see and 
admire the tolerance of the writer opposed to an anti-Semitism 
that must needs quote patriotism as its excuse. 
The light and delicate satire of the Histoire Contemooraine 
turns to cruel and bitter irony in L'Ile des l'ingouins. "L'Af-
faire des Q.uatre-Vingt Hille J3ottes de Fain" is a 1)erfect parody 
of the Dreyfus case. 'l'"ne little 11 juif 11 Pyrot, enrolled in the 
army of the Pingouins, is condemned by secret trial on the 
charge of having stolen and sold to the enemy eighty thousand 
bundles of hay, of which he knows absolutely nothinG. Uo one 
doubts his guilt because the shrouded ignorance of the affii.i.r 
permits no doubts. One may believe vlithout reasons; but to 
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doubt without reasons? Ah no, that is never done! Pyrot does 
not confess. Well, everyone knows that there are tacit con-
fessions. Silence itself is a confession. But wait! The 
traitor shrieks aloud his innocence! To be sure; the confes-
si ons of. guilty men frequently assume the form of vehement de-
negation. 
Seven hundred "pyrots" begin to investigate, Not a thing 
can they discover, for the witnesses kno·w nothing, the recorders 
know nothing, the judges know nothing, and even the condemned 
Pyrot knows nothing! The affair is a masterpiece of nothingness. 
The "pyrots" cannot destroy the proofs of guilt: there are 
the 
none to destroy. J3ut/\seven hundred are fearfully industrious; 
and they unearth Maubec the culprit. And lo! here are proofs 
galore of the guilt of Pyrot. All the just people of Pingouinie 
wish to know and prove this guilt. The proofs are many: they are 
not all good; and some are contradi~tory. No matter. They are 
proofs. And if they are false, so much the better because they 
have been made purposely for the needs of the cause. 
Novr forth comes Colomban with countless placards: "Pyrot 
is innocent; !fu.ubec is gui 1 ty. " Diligently he Pl.acards every 
day, every hour. The poor creature is handled roughly, very 
roughly. But the minister proclaims: "I swear that Pyrot is a 
scamp." And public conscience is soothed. The question is 
settled. If Pyrot is not condemned because he is guilty, he is 
guilty because he is condemned. Politicians and clergymen arb~e 
with fury; and preparations are made for the trial of Colomban. 
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who soon discovers that judges are not at all inquisitive. 
No sooner does he open his mouth than he is told to shut it in 
the superior interest of the state. The judges have proofs of 
the guilt of Pyrot in all shades, shapes, and sizes. The smallest 
is less than a millimeter squa:r·e; and the largest measures more 
than 70 meters. At this revelation, the court shivers with 
horror. 
But the Pyrot affair is secret; and secret it must remain. 
If it were divulged, the most portentous misfortunes wars, 
pillages, ravages, conflagrations, massacres, epidffinics would 
fall immediately on the fair land of Pingouinie! 
Thus with his ovm inimitable subtlety does Anatole .b,rance 
proceed vfith the Affair -- Dreyfus or Pyrot, call it what you 
will. 
All this literature of the case, polemical and narrative, 
affords an excellent form of entertainment to us who are far 
enough away from the tragi-comedy to appreciate it in its fullest 
significance. But those living in the height of the excitement 
also contrived to utilize it for their amusement. The "Affaire" 
inspired a veritable galaxy of popular songs, cartoons, and cari-
catures, published in rivalry bet·ween Dreyfusards and anti-Drey-
fusards. A speech having the title Victor Hugo et L'lufaire 
Dreyfus delivered at Pessac-sur-Dordogne by one Paul Stapfer, 
shows a more intellectual pleasure. The author amuses himself 
with seeking to decide which side in tile Dreyfus affair would be 
taken by the celebrated v~iters of the past. He hesitates over 
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Racine "coeur sensible, esprit d~licat, mais trap bon courtisan 
du pouvoir!" As for Bossuet, "soutien du trone et de l'autel, 
theori ci en de 1.' au tori te, adversaire r~solu de 1 'indbpendance 
de la pens ~e, qu !i.l denoncai t co:mme une here'sie "-, decidedly he 
J 
would have been against! 
"Mais Pascal, qui demasqua les j esui tes; mais Corneille, 
cette ~me haute et fiere; mais Moliere, createur d'Alceste; 
mais Boileau, le .f:Jlus honn~te hormne de notre li tterature et qui 
avai t son franc :_parler; mais Voltaire, de'fenseur de Calat s; 
mais Diderot, mais Dalembert, mais Housseau, et taus les 
1 1 1 
· · t d 1 ' · , · XVI T I e ' genereux emancJ.:pa eurs e espr1t numaJ.n au - siecle, 
comment douter, sans leur faire insulte, qu'ils auraient tous 
/ I 
vaillaxn:nent combattu :pour la verite et la justice?"! 
As for Victor Hugo "sauvage serviteur du droit centre la 
loi 11 , he surely would have been a Dreyfusard! The follovring 
lines of his could well apply to Dreyfus: 
"Un monde, s'il a tout ne pese pas un juste •••.. 
Cent mille hommes couches sur un che~p de bataille •.• 
Sont un malheur mains grand pour la societe, 
Sont, pour l'humanito, qui sur le vrai se fonde, 
Une calamite mains haute et mains profonde, 
Un coup mains lamentable et mains infortune 
Q,u 'un innocent, un seul innocent, condamne. "~.1 
And these lines certainly demonstrate no respect for the 
11 Chose jugee": 
J Page 6. 
~~ Page 16. 
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..• Et vous vous figurez que votre arrat existe? 
Ah! nous dechirerons, nous tordrons, nous mettrons 
En pieces la sentence atroce sur vas fronts!---
Vous imaginez-vous, 3 sombres imbeciles, 
~u'apres l'arr~t bave par vos bouches fossiles, 
Tout est dit; que c'est fait, que vous avez 8te 
Du monde l'equilibre et des coeurs l'equite; 
" ~ue vous etes, magots toussant dans vos flanelles, 
Q.uelque chose a cote des c lartes e ternelles J 
Et qu'il sort du bouquin legal un tel pouvoir 
Que 1 'homme empeche Dieu de faire son devoir!" J. 
J. Page 19. 
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CONCLUSION 
In 1894, Alfred Dreyfus, a ~ewish officer on the General 
Staff of the French War Office was unjustly accused of having 
surrendered military secrets to the German Embassy. The basis 
for the charge was a memorandmn or bordereau in a handv~iting 
that bore some resemblance to his own. Tried by Court-Martial 
behind closed doors and condemned illegally on secret evidence, 
he was sentenced to military degradation and perpetual impris-
onment, then deported to Devil's Island, where he remained for 
several years, treated with cruel severity and harshness, in 
complete ignorance of the details of his own case. 
In 1896, Colonel Picquart of the Intelligence Bureau of 
the Staff Office informed his superiors that in the course of 
his duties he had discovered the real autnor of the bordereau 
to be a certain Esterhazy. The llilitary authorities, however, 
for fear of compromising the Staff, refused to reopen the case. 
Friends of Dreyfus, constantly exerting themselves to 
bring about a revision of the trial, plunged all France into 
a state of chaotic disorder in which criminations and recrimin-
ations flew back and forth in the heated disputes of clerical-
ism, nationalism, and militaris1n arrayed against the opposing 
anti-isms. Race prejudice was fanned to the l'rth degree by the 
reckless gullibility and foulness of the baser press. A group 
of forgers standing behind Esterhazy augmented the secret proofs 
against Dreyfus with nmnerous false and irrelevant documents. 
In the midst of all this havoc, the traitor Esterhazy was 
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tried and acquitted. Men like Picquart and Zola who rose in 
protestation were speedily crushed by the courts that played 
with justice. 
Nevertheless, in spite of bitterly antagonistic agita-
tion, the Dreyfusards ultimately obtained a revision of the 
case in 1899; and a Cour t-1Jar tial at Rennes was given the op-
portunity of correcting the injustice. It was not corrected. 
By a vote of 5 to 2, Dreyfus was recondemned, but this time 
with 11 extenuating circumstances." The sentence could not be 
considered seriously, however; and President Loubet soon of-
fered Dreyfus a pardon. 
· Not until 1906 was full justice given to a long-suffer-
ing martyr. And then, the Court of Cassation quashed the 
vertict of the Rennes Court-Eartial, declaring that the charges 
against Dreyfus had no foundation. Dreyfus was now reinstated 
in the army, promoted, and decorated by the Legion of Honor • 
J. .1 
To regard the events of our world with the mild placidity 
of Candidian optimism is ridiculous of course. Still, those of 
us who venture to believe in the rising progress of mankind 
from the brute stage of unreasoning cruelty to a happier stage 
of thoughtful altruism, may, how that reparation has been made 
to Dreyfus, look upon the affair with some degree of optimistic 
hope -- with optimistic hope, we say, not with that insipidly 
pure optimism which encourages inactive resignation. This 
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hope is that having observed the needless misery of injustice 
eXc1l ted by the worship of false idols in an Army that considered 
itself superior to truth, in a Nation supported by a selfish 
I 
patriotism, in a Church that sponsored fanatic excesses against 
those who in the eyes of a higher Power are fellow-creatures 
on earth, this hope is that having observed these idols re-
placing the cult of tolerant justice with dan.:::;erous and dis-
astrous consequences, men will have learned a lesson that vlill 
marlc for them another step in their evolution fror;1 moral stupor 
to noral righteousness. 
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